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The United States Suoreme Court's comes the law
In addition, there will arise from the
decision to so drastically frustrate the exclusionary rule by authorizing retrospec- ashes like the phoenix a "victim's rights
tive objectivity as an excuse for unconsti- bill." Rather than elaborate upon its contutional conduct is a prophecy of events tents, it is sufficient to note and observe
that could significantly alter the defense two things: that, if passed, the proposal
of criminal cases in Texas. For example, would have the practical effect of elimiJanuary, 1985 will again produce the leg- nating plea bargaining; and the comment
islative invasion of Austin and withit there of a local District Attorney: "If that
will arrive athunderous horde of proposals bill passes - I quit."
The depth of the imagination of many
intended to "improve" our criminal justice system. Included within this revision- of our legislators to create statutory monary landscape will bea concentrated effort strosities seem at times to resemble a
to codify a criminaI code of evidence. bottomless pit. Fortunately, most of the
Whether the code is legislatively enacted, time, their counterparts display reason,
or promulgated by giving the Court of thereby defeating the bad and prevailimg
Crimimal Appeals rule making authority is with the good, or at least not as bad To
encourage this reason TCDLA must again
still being debated
Also in vogue next year will be an ef- participate in the legislative session as
fort to eliminate jury sentencing in favor actively as possible. Over the years, Dain
of judicial sentencing. Even though both Whitworth has given of his time and his
the prosecution, as represented by the money to make TCDLA a voice to be
Texas District and County Attorneys heard. David Bires, the chairman of the
Association, and the defense, through Legislative Committee, will also give of
TCDLA, appear t o oppose such a drastic his time and money in this effort. It is
change in our somewhat unique system of 'patently and simply unfair to ask these
achieving social satisfaction for criminal two men to carry the entire load The
conduct, there will be a Herculean effort entire membership of TCDLA should
by the bill's proponents to see that it be- help. Although it may be unfortunate m

our democratic state, quantity as opposed
to quality oftendictat& a decision.- herefore, call David Bires and offer your participation-it will make his job easier, and
you might accidently learn something.
Speaking of David Bires again, he did a
superlative job in organizing the Criminal
Law Institute at the Bar Convention. If
you missed James Jenner from Oakland,
California you missed the Reverend Jesse
Jackson of trial lawyers.
In last month's VOICE there was a
notice of an advertising drive. There will
be a serious effort to encourage advertising
by an assortment of businesses, such as
rent car companies, hotels, and airlines.
In future issues of the VOICE those companies that support our organization will
be obvious by their advertisements-those
that don't will be identified
NOTICE

In the future, other than in isolated
and unusual circumstances, letters from
prisoners will not be printed. Rather, they
will be forwarded to Bill Habern who
will review their contents and later make
appropriate observations in the VOICE.
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PRGSIDGNT'S RCPORT

Clifton L. "Scrappy" Holmes

1

I

Enough is happening on the Criminal
Law front to supply editorial topics for a
hundred writers. Justice White has written
the obituary for the fourth amendment,
jury misconduct reversals may be a thing
of the past, and man continues, almost
weekly now, to demonstrate his inhumanity to man by officially electrocuting,
poisoning and suffocating fellow human
beings. National editorials and columnists
have applauded each bold new step, as we
travel backward into the dark ages of
societal ethics. I have concluded that the
organized criminal law bar constitutes the
only voice crying in the wddemess; but, I
believe our cry can be more audible and
far more effective.
For over thirteen years TCDLA has
"ebbed and flowed" being more or less
effective as requirements arose. Because
of the good efforts of those thirteen
administrations before mine, this Association is now at a threshhold. We can grow
quic!dy and increase our influence geometricdy The rehicies for our POW&
are there. We need your cooperation. The
following are areas where you can help.
1. Read the July VOICE; choose an area
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depends on you. If you have suggestions
regarding an effective legislative program
for TCDLA, Divid Bires, our Legislative
Committee Chairman will welcome them.
If you have written, or want to write, an
article for publication, call Rusty Duncan,
our Editor. If you want to help at our
next seminar, or you have an idea for a
continulog legal education project, call
Cecil Bain, the chairman of that committee. In short, we have a place where
you are needed if you'll just let us know
you're there.
Finally, we have staff members in
Austin who are concerned and responsive.
They are there to serve you. Nance, Laurie
and Elaine haw done yeoman service in
the past, and they welcome the opportunity to serve you further.
By the time this issue reaches you, the
Executive Committee, with the help of
several committee chairmen, will have
I must remind you that a legislative prepared a 1984-85 plan of action for
session looms heavy on the horizon It TCDLA. I can tell you now, that plan
would be foolhardy to view this other includes you as a necessary ingredient.
than as a threat. We need members and
UntilAugust
funds to make our voice heard in the legCLIFTON L. "Scrappy" HOLMES
islature. Whether or not we are successful

of Interest to you, and contact a committee chairman to volunteer your
efforts.
2. Dig deep in your pockets and (a) become a sustain'mg member, (b) become
a Fellow of the TCDLA Educational
Foundation, (c) make a contribution
toward our building fund, or (d) all of
the above.
3. Take some application forms with you
to the Courthouse next week(if you're
out, call the home office and they'll
send you some) and sign up at least one
new member.
4. Solicit business contacts to advertise in the VOICE (Hotels, car rental
agencies, law book publishers, travel
agencies, beer distributors, bondsmen,
investigators, court reporter services,
sporting goods companies, and the like,
should be natural sources.)

I

Instead of excluding evidence, England uses civil, criminal and
disciplinary remedies to deal with unreasonable searches and seizures.
It is an approach worthy of consideration in the U.S.

What Can We Learn from

the English Approach to the
Problem of Illegally Seized ~vidence?
*
by J. David Hirschel*"
The question of how the courts should
handle illegally seued physical evidence
has been a problem that has plagued American justice for a very long time. After
many decades of debate, and after attemptmg to make use of other means of prote~ting and enforcing the fourth amendment
prohibition against unreasonable search
and seizure, the United States Supreme
Court held 23 years ago in M p p v. Ohio
that ". . . allev~denceobtainedby searches
and seizures in violation of the Constitution is, by that same authority, inadmissible in a State Court."'
Integral to the Court's decision was
the fmdmg of the worthlessness of other
means of protecting fourth amendment
rights. The inadmissibility in court proceedings of the ill-gotten gains of an unconstitutional search thus was to serve
as the only viable means .of protecting
people in the United States from unreasonable searches and seizures at the hands

of their government officials.
involved; that it has caused the law to
With the exclusion of illegally seized become so complex that police officers
evidence the citizenry's right to privacy have difficulty understanding the scope
would become more than a "form of of their authority; that it brings about
words,"2 and the integrity of the court delay, and diverts attention from the
system would be upheld since the courts question of guilt or innocence of the dewould not be condoning or actually par- fendant; and, finally, that it brings about
ticipating in illegal behavior by using evi- disrespect for the entire criminal justice
dence that had been dlegally obtained. In system because of the wholesale release
addition, the exclusion of illegally seized of offenders who are patently guilty.4
evidence would discourage government
In light of these allegations it is hardly
officials from engaging in such searches surprising that there have been calls for
since they would have nothing to gain the modificatmn or abolition of the exfrom evidence so obtained.
clusionary rule. Such calls have come
As many had predicted, the exclusion- from all three branches of government
ary rule has not been overwhelmingly as well as from scholars and professional
successful as a mechanism for protecting organization^.^ President Reagan is curfourth amendment rights3 Indeed, some rently advocating modificationof the rule,
would argue very strongly that the exclu- and the Attorney General's Task Force
sionary rule has caused more harm than on Violent Crime has recommended that
good. It has been suggested that the rule evidence not be excluded if the officer
brings freedom for the guilty, and does acted in reasonable good faith.= In Connothing to compensate the innocent since gress a number of bills have been introit only comes into effect if contraband or duced that would alter or abolish the exhcriminatmg evidence is found; that it clusionary rule.' At the judicial level Chief
* This article first appeared in the April, 1984 does not punish or affect the errant police Justice Burger has long supported aboliedition of Judcnmre it is with aoorecntian officer; that it handcuffs the police, and tion of the rule,8 and although last term
because it does so it encourages them to the United States Supreme Court apoloand their permission that it is republished.
commit perjury and to mete out their getically sidestepped deciding the fate of
own punishment on alleged offenders. It the rule in n~inbisv. ~ a t e s once
, ~ again
"% David Hirschel is an associate profes has also been argued that the rule is in- tnis term it appears that the Court will
sor of criminal justice at the i%iversi@ of flexible, sensitive neither to the serioup ~onsiderthe future of the exclusionary
North Carolina at Chmlotte.
ness of the violation nor the police motive mIe.lo
.A
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The states have not always been r e rsspects the admission of evidence is to
qnired to exclude illegally seized evidence. ensure that the accused has afair trial acTwelve years before its decision in Mapp, cording to law."15 Since physical evidence
the United States Supreme Court had held is allegedly no less reliable when it has
in Wolf v. Colo~adothat . . . in a pro- been illegally obtained, a defendant is not
secution in a State court for a State crime unfairly prejudiced by its introduction as
the fourteenth amendment does not for- evidence in court and does not as a conbid the evldence obtained by an unrea- sequence receive a less fair trial. In 1861
sonable search and seizure."" In deliver- it was stated that with regard to evidence
ing the opinion of the Court, Justice that the prosecution wished to use at trial:
Frankfurter had stated that:
'Tt matters not how you get it; if you
steal it even, it would be admissible."16
When we find that in fact most of
Again in 1979 in R v. Sang, the current
the English-speaking world does not
leading case on the admissibility of illegally
regard as vital to such protection the
obtained evidence, it was stated that:
exclusion of evidence thus obtained,
we must hesitate to treat this remWhat the judge at the trial is conedy as an essential ingredient of the
cerned with is not how the evidence
right. 12
sought to be adduced by the prosecution has been obtained, but with
Later the Court went onto note that: "Of
how it isused by the prosecution at
10 jurisdictions within the United Kingtrial . . However much the judge
dom and the British Commonwealth of
may
dislike the way in which a parNations which have passed on the que*
ticular
piece of evidence was obtion, none has held evidence obtained by
illegal search and seizure inadmi~sible."~ tained before proceedings were commenced, if it is admissible evidence
Thus in the past, the approach taken by
probative
of the accused's guilt it is
the United Kingdom has been considered
no
part
of
his judicial function to
relevant in determining US. policy. What
exclude it for this reason."
is the present approach taken by the English courts, and what implications does
The English focus, then, is on whether
their approach have for policymakers in the illegally-obtained evidence is relevant
the URited States? It is to these issues to establishing the guilt of the accused.
that this article is primarily addressed.
There is no rule of automatic exclusion.
The result is not that ''the criminal is to
The English Approach
go free because the constable has blun"

.

went with the police to his lodgings, and
unlocked the door of his room so that
they could go in. A search of the room
uncovered cannabis, and cannabis resin,
and Mr. Blackwas charged with possession
of illegal drugs.
At trial on the drug charges, the justices
found that Mr. Black had not consented
to his room being searched and held that
as the police had not had the right to enter and search the room, any evidence
found as a result of that search was inadmissible in court proceedtngs. As a consequence the drug charges against Mr.
Black were dismissed. On appeal by the
prosecution, it was held that:
(1) in the circumstances the police
officers had to obtain either a search
warrant or the defendant's consent
to his premises being searched and,
since they had obtained neither,
their entry and search of the premises was unlawful and the evidence
of drug offenses had beenirregularly
obtained."
but that,
(2) the test whether evidence was
admissible was whether it was relevant and not whether it had been
properly obtained; that the evidence
that the police officers had found
cannabis and cannabis resin in the
defendant's room was relevant evidence to charges of unlawful possession of drugs . . and, therefore,
the justices had erred in law in r e
fusing to admit the evidence.22
The appeal was therefore allowed and the
case sent back for rehearing before a different bench.

.

FORENSIC
INVESTIGATIONS
Providing complete support to attorneys in all aspects of scientifi and
investigative matters in criminal and
civil litigation. Areas include private
crime lab, investigations, testimony,
firearms, arsons, accident reoonstruction, DWI defense, process service, case review and consultation.
Forenslc Associates/
Investigative Associates, Inc.
1108 Main, Lubbock, Texas 79401
8061763-9487
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the police on prosecution as respects
the way in which evidence to be
used at the trial is obtained by
them. If it was obtained illegally
there will be a remedy in civil law;
if it was obtained legally but in
breach of the rules of conduct for
the police, this is a matter for the
appropriate disciplinary authority
to deal with.lg
The case of Jeffey v. Blackz0 furnishes
a good example of how the English courts
deal with the problem of illegally seized
evidence. In the case the defendant, Mr.
Black, was atrestedfor stealing a sandwich
from a public house. He was taken to the
police station and charged. The police officers then told Mr. Black that they were
going to search his lodgings. Mr. Black

Judicial discretion
The rule in Englandis one of inclusion,
es opposed to exclusion, of illegally seized
evidence at trial. The rule is not, however,
totally inflexible. Judges do retain a limited discretion to excludeillegally obtained
evidencein certain narrowly circumscribed
situations The basic rule is Mat the ". . .
trial judge in a criminal trial has always a
discretion to refuse to admit evidence if
in his opinion its prejudicial effect outweighs its probative value."z3 The focus
is on providing the accused with a fair trial.
As Cross has commented: "The main, if
not the sole, basis of the judge's discre
tion to exclude legally admissible evidence
in order to secure a fair trial in a criminal
case is the protection of the accused wainst
the danger of an unjust c o n v i c t i ~ n . " ~ ~

The width of the discretion to exclude
illegally seized evidence has been some
what uncertain. There are dicta in a number of cases that suggest that the courts
" . . . should be concerned not only with
fairness at the t r d , but also with the fairness of the police before trial."Z5 Thus,
m K m m a v. R Lord Goddard C. J. stated
that.
No doubt in a criminal case the
judge always has a discretion to dis.
allow evidence if the strict rules of
admissibility would operate unfairly
against an accused . . If, for instance, some admission of some
piece of evidence, e.g., a document
had been obtainedfromadefendant
by a trick, no doubt the .
iudee-might
.
properly rule it out.26

..

In R. v. Sag, however, as we have already noted, it was stated forcibly that
the court was not concerned with police
conduct and wrth the issue of disciplining
the police if they had erred, but with providing the defendant with a fair trial." As
Heydon points out, the discretion to exclude illegally obtained evidence "is very
rarely acted on,"ZE and in R v. Sang it
was noted that only one case had been
brought to the court's attentionC'inwhich
an appellate court (had) actually excluded
evidence on the ground that it had been
unfairly obtained."29 That case (R v.
P a ~ n e involved
)~~
a defendant who had
been charged with drunken driving and
who had consented to a medical examination to see if he were suffering from
any illness or disability only on condition
that the doctor would not examine him
for the purpose of seeing whether he were
fit to drive. At trial, however, the doctor
testified as to his dtness to drive. On
appeal it was held that the court had erred
in admitting the evidence. In R v. Sang
Lord Diplock viewed the facts in Payne
as "analogous to unfairly inducing a
defendant to confess to an offense" and
saw the decision to be based on the maxim
"nemo debet prodere se ipsum" (the privilege against self-incrimination).31
It was, in fact, in R v. Sang that the
House of Lords was directly faced with the
issue of determining the extent of the discretion enjoyed by judges to exclude illegally or improperly obtained evidence,
when it was asked to rule on the question:
"Does a trial judge have a discretion to
refuse to allow evidence-being evidence
other than evidence of admission-to be
given in any circumstances in which such
evidence is relevant and of more than

minimal probative value."32 It was held
that:
(1) A trial judge in a criminal trial
has always a discretion to refuse to
admit evidence if in his opinion its
prejudicial effect outweightsits probative value.
and that:
(2) Save with regard to admissions
and confessions, and generally with
regard to evidence obtained from
the accused after commission of the
offense, he has no discretion to refuse to admit relevant admissible
evidence on the ground that it was
obtained by improper or unfair
means.33
The ruling of the House of Lords is by
no means totally clear. The wording is
confusing, and as one commentator notes,
although all the members of the court
claimed to support the answer given they
did not really do so.34 However, as that
commentator also points out: 'Theunanimity of the answer, ambiguous though it
is, confums what a review of the authorities indicates, that the English descretion
to exclude illegally and improperly obtained evidence is narrow. . . ."35 Indeed,
Lord Diplock went so far as to state that.
". . . there is no discretion to exclude evidence discovered as the result of an illegal
search but there is discretion to exclude
evidence which the accused has been induced to produce voluntarily if the method of inducement was ~nfair."3~
The
result is that in England the fruits of an
unlawful search will nearly always be admissible as evidence in court. Only in l i i ited circumstances does the court even retain the discretion to exclude physical
evidence at trial.
Implications for the United States
The English courts do, then, follow a
rather different approach to the problem
of dealing with illegally obtained evidence
than that pursued in the United States.
First, they place far greater emphasis on
the reliability of physical evidence found
during the course of an illegal or improper
skarch, and the role it might play in the
trial of the defendant who was subjected
to the illegal search. And second, they
voice far greater faith in mechanisms other
than the exclusionary rule for dealing
with the problem of police abuse.
It has been acknowledgedinthe United
States that physical evidence found during an illegal search will in all probability

be reliable, and that refusal to admlt it as
evidence in court may well lead to the
dismissal of criminal charges against the
accused.37 Rationales other than the reliability prmiple, however, have militated
against the introduction of such evidence
in court proceedings.
Three major theoretical justifications
have been seen to underlie the American
exclusionary rule. The first, the privacy
rationale, evolved from a concern with
protecting property interests, and focuses
on utilizing the exclusionary rule to safe
guard the citizen's right to privacy. The
second, which is generally referred to as
the judicial integrity or normative rationale, promotes the principle that the courts
should not participate in illegal behavior
by using evidence obtained by it. The
third theoretical justification, which is
generally called the deterrent or factual
rationale, advocates the principle that if
the courts exclude evidence that has been
illegally obtained, the police will be punished for their transgressions and deterred
from conducting such searches in the future. While focusing in earlier cases on the
privacy and judicial integrity rationale~,3~
the United States Supreme Court may be
seen, since its decision in &pp v. Ohio,=
to be advancing the deterrent rationale as
the main, if not the sole, theoreticaljustification for the existence of the exclusionary rule."
The question that must be asked is
why the English depend upon the reliability principle in dealing with the problem
of illegally seized evidence, and pay little
or no attention to the other rationales.
This question is all the more important
because, as Cross acknowledges, "If there
is a discretion to exclude improperly obtained real evidence . . . it must be based
on the protective or disciplinary principles.. . .""
The protective principle mentioned by
Cross is to some extent analogous to the
judicial integrity rationale utilized in the
United States. Both principles manifest a
concern with the unfair benefit that might
be derived from the court's use of illegally
obtained evidence. However, while the judicial integrity principle looks at the
courts' role in admitting illegally seized
evidence, and seeks to protect the integrity of the court system and prevent the
state from reaping an unfair advantage,
the protective principle considers the
effect the introduction of illegally seued
evidence would have on the accused. Basi.
cally the protective principle suggests that
an accused should suffer no disadvantage
August 1984IVOICEfor the Defense 7
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be~auseof illegal behaviorf l f the police two different allegations of wrongdoing,
would not have discovered a particular and does not, like the exclusionary rule,
p-be of evidence but for their illegal ac- cancel out two wrongs t o make one right.
tioh the accnsed should be protected It is, however, an approach that places
from the damaghg use of that evidence great faith in the use of mechanisms
in court."
other than the exclusionary rule to pro.
The judicial integrity and privacy ra- tect citizens against illegal searches and
tionales are no longer the dominant theo- seizures. Thus the English rely on interretical justifications for the exclusionary nal police disiplinary action, and in exrule in the United States, and the protec- treme situations on criminal action, for
tive principle has not been found persua- dealing with the issue of police misconsive by the English courts. The argument duct. and on the oivil law for movidinR
that illegally skzed evidence woad not compensation for those who have been
have been obtained if the police had not megally searched. Reemphasizing the
engaged in illegal conduct, and thus the approach taken by the courts, the Royal
defendant should not be prejudiced by Commission on Criminal Procdure in its
the introduction of suchevidencein court 1981 report tejected a suggestion that it,
proceedings and the court should not propose adoption of an American style
besmirch itself by allowing such evidence "automatic exclusionary rulenM and conto be admitted, has great intuitive appeal. cluded that: "The proper sanctions for
At first sipbt it may seem highly just. This unlawful searches or for failure to give
should not, however, a b s c m the f a 6 reasons are ihe appropriate civil remedy
tbat *ble
incriminating evidence has and disciplinary action.""
beeri discovered, and that one wrongful
The conclusion reached by the Royal
act is cancelling out another. In addition, Commission on Criminal Procedure isvery
to many the release of a patently guilty different from that arrived at by the
offeader brings the courts into greater United Statetea Supreme Court in E/lapp u.
disrepute andseems evenmore unjust than Ohio when it adopted the exclusionary
the admission of the illegally obtained rule as the mechanism for enforcing the
evidence.
r@t ggainst unrezsonable search and
One solution would be to allow the seizure because of the finding of the
introduction of the illegally obtained evi- worthlessness of "other means of protecdence at the trial of the accused, and to tion."" Why is it that the English place
proceed against the offending officers in their trust in civil, criminal, and disciplisuch a manner that neither they nor others nary remedies fox unlawful searches and
would commit such an offense wain.'This seizures, while the United States has found
approaoh would also, it should 6e noted, such remedies worthless? At least part of
help serve the privacy interests of all per- the answer may be found in an examinasons, not just the interests of those who tion of the use of these remedies in
have been found in possession of contra- England.
band or incriminating evidence as the re
sult of iur i l l d search.
The d e t e r k t rationale is the major
Like his counterpart in the United
current theoretical justification for the States, an English police officer who exexclusionary rule in the United States. ceeds his authority may be liable under
However, as we have already seen, the an action in tort such as trespass, assault,
English approach to the disciplinary prin- false arrest or damage to property. In
ciple fot ezclwhg illegally sized evi- Englaad, unlike the United Stat-, howdence is very different. As Lord Diplwk ever, there is a long and rich history of
stated in R v. Sang it is *no part of a police offlcers and other law enforcement
judge's function to exercise disciplinary offisials being sued in civil court by agmembers of the publie. Indeed,
powers over the police o r p r ~ s e e u t i o n " ~grieved
~
at the trial of the aocused, and other p r p the law governing ths powers of arrest
ceedings should be utaized to deal with *and search and seizure has to a large
the problem o f police misconduct. Thus extent been developed as a result of these
the English clearly envisage a two stage civil suits The kky case of Entick v. Caf
pmcess, with the trial fomsing on the TiRgon, for example, in which Lard Camalleged wrongdoing of the accused, and den, C. J., decked general search warrants
subsequent proceedings focusing on the to be unlawfulz was a succes&l action in
trespass by Entick against the "King's
alleged wrongdoing of the police.
Thir is an approach whidhcon~eptually M e s q e r s " for bteaking and entering his
las great appeal since it separates out the house and seizing his papers."

The viability of an action at civil law,
and the right to resist an unlaYEFul search,
were recently reaffirmed by the Royal
Commission on Criminal Procedure when
it stated that: "An omcer attempting to
carry out an unlawful search, whiuh may
properly be resisted, is and will be
forded no protection from an action for
a~silult."~
Tne concern that a successful
plaintiff in a civil actionmay be fmstrated
after obtainifig a judgment by finding
that the defendant police officer is judg
ment proof and hence unable to pay the
damages awarded, has been alleviated to
some extent by the provision in the 1964
Police Aet that chief police officers shan
be vicariously liable for torts committed
by constables under their "direction and
control in the perfonnance or purported
perfonnance of their functions," and that
any damages or costs awarded are to be
paid out of the police fund.4@
Although the civil suit may be a more
effective remedy in England than it has
prov~dthus far to be in the United States,
it has not been free from criticism. Thus
it has hcen suggested that cost, desire to
avoid publicity, and fear of police reprid
may deter potential plaintiffs from bring
inp suit; that the plaintiff's
reputation
may work against him and increase tha
likelihood that the police action is found
to be lawfnl, or if i t is found to be unl a m , adversely affect the amount of
damages awarded; and that although ". . .
aggravated damages may be awarded in
respect of oppressive, arbitrary or unconstitutional conduct by State servants, . ..
juries are unlikely so to punishan officer
whose efforts, albeit illegal, uncovered
crime.'"O
Illustrative of these concerns is the
case of McK~nzie u. Nottinghamshim
Cbmbined Palice Autho@~, in which the
plaintiff claimed damages against the police authority, alleging that police officers
w'ho had attempted to search bim and
wha had, after overpowering him, found
a knife or razor on him,had used undue
force. After McKenzie had been acquitted
in criminal court of carrying the knife
and mzor as offensive weapons, he lost
the civil suit. The judge stated that ". . .
the policg had performed a great service
in disarming McKenzie, who was a dangerous and habitual knife-car~ier."~'
That a process is subject to criticism
does not mean that the criticism is justified, or even if it is, that the process is
not at all effective. Civil suits have long
been used with some degw of succes in
England by those who have been subjected

.
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to unlawful searches and seizures. As the
Royal Commission on Criminal Procedure
pointed ouf civil actions do " . . . provide
a means by which those who suffer substantial inconvenience, distress or other
disadvantage as a result of unjustfled police activity may gain some form of redress."52 And, unlike the situation with
the exclusionary rule, it is those who have
not been found in possession of contraband or other incriminating evidence who
are most likely to succeed. The police are
well aware of this. One detective has suggested that if a suspect refuses to let the
police enter his residence, the officer
should ". . . just go ahead and kick the
door down. He can sue you for trespass.. ..
Generally you won't have to worry unless
he's a ~ q u i t t e d . " ~ ~

A complaint against aparticular officer
is directed to the chief officer of his police force, who is responsible for seeing
that the complaint is promptly recorded
and investigated by a senior police officer.
The completed report is submitted to the
chief officer, or more commonly to the
deputy chief constable, who is required,
unless he is sawed that no criminal offense has been committed by the officer,
to send the report to the Director of Public Prosecutions for his decision on whether to institute criminal proceedings
against the police officer.66
While the decision on criminal prosecution is in the hands of the Director of
Public Prosecutions, thePolice Complaints
Board, which was established in 1976,
acts as an outside authority in overseeing
the institution of disciplinaryproceedings.
The Board receives a copy of the investigating officer's report, and a memorandum from the deputy chief constable
indicating whether he has decided to bring
disciplinary charges against the officer,
and if not, the rationale. The Board may
request additional information, and recommend, or even require, that disciplinary
charges be instituted. Normally the disciplinay charges are heard by the chief officer sitting alone, but in exceptional circumstances the charges may be heard by
a disciplinary tribunal consistimg of the
chief officer and two members of the
Board.57

the complaints."6*
More detailed analysis of the work of
the Board confirms that disciplinary or
criminal proceedings are invoked in only
a very small percentage of the complaints.
For example, 13,941 (47.5 percent) of
the 29,383 complaints completed in 1979
were withdrawn or not preceeded with,
and only 1,338 (4.6 percent of the total
number of complaints-or 8.7 percent of
the actual complaints proceeded withwere found to be substantiated. Formal
disciplinary action was taken in 146 (10.9
percent) of these substantiated complaints,
and criminal proceedings other than for
traffic offenses in 59 (4.4 percent) of
them. A total of 1,096 (82.2 percent) of
the complaints were dealt with without
invoking formal disciplinary or criminal
action, as for example by a senior officer
Disciplinary procedures
giving the offending offi~era word of
warning or advice.
As with civil actions, the English exCharges were proved against 139 (88.5
perience with using disciplinary proceedpercent) of the 157 officers subjected to
ings and c r i m i i prosecutions against
formal disciplinary proceedings. Although
errant police officers has been more suc3,992 non-traffic criminal cases were r e
cessful than that in the United States.
ferred to the Director of Public ProsecuThe procedures both for disciplining and
tions, he recommended proceedings in
for prosecuting police officers are far
only
63 (1.6 percent) of them.63 R'hiie
more formalized and standardized in Engcnminal prosecution justifiably is used in
land. It is essential to note an important
only the most serious cases, it is notedifference between England and the
worthy that in England police officers
United States in this matter. While in the
are criminally prosecuted and convicted.
United States there is a plethora of police
In 1979 a total of 127 police officers were
forces with their own rules and regulaconvicted of non-traffic offenses, with 38
tions. in Eneland:
-of them being sentenced to prison.64
the police force is less fragmenComplaint data
Thus, mechanisms for processing comted than in the USA. There is a comIn its second Triennial Review Report plaints against the police and invoking dismon discipline code for all forces.
presented to Parliament in April 1983, ciplinary or criminal proceedings against
There are national representative
the Police Complaints Board estimated errant police officers are well established
bodies and a single Minister with rethat complaints are received from about and fairly frequently utiied, although
sponsibilities for the police service
19,000 persons a year.58 In at least 47 formal disciplinary or criminal proceedat national level; and there is a cenpercent of the cases, and probably more, inrs are not often instituted. These vro.urai mspeetorare.the complainant either k i t h d i w s the ce%ures,moreover, undergo
- constant k t This element of central control and ac- complaint or asks that no further action ical e~aluation.5~
countability is deemed crucial in enabling be taken.59 This apparently often occurs
Persons subjected to unlawful searches
the English police to police themselves after the complainant has had a chance to and seizures would appear to be availing
effectively.
discuss the matter with a senior officer themselves of these proceduresin the same
The method for registering a complaint and has had his complaint satisfactorily manner as other complainants. As the
against a police officer is, therefore, the answered. Although aware of allegations Police Complaints Board has noted, alsame throughout England, and standard- that complainants might be pressured to though such cases ". . . are not large in
lzed procedures are followed in each case. withdraw their complaints, the Board number, there is an implication that some
These procedures are advertised to the stated that it had no evidence that this police officers are willing to use their
public in widely available leaflets.55 Un- %as occurring." The Board was "satis- powers to stop, search, arrest, or detain
like in the United States, different proce- fied that in the overwhelming majority members of the public in circumstances
dures do not have to be invoked to insti- of cases, the complaint is properly inves- where the justification for that course of
The Board further noted that: action is not apparent."66 Detailed data
tute criminal, as opposed to disciplinary,
proceedings. Indeed, a particular com- 'If evidence of misconduct is available, on search and seizure cases is not, howplaint may result in either disciplinary or proper action is taken either under the ever, readily available. The general catecrimlnal proceedings being instituted criminal law or under the police disci- gories under which the data has been preagainst anofficer dependmg upon the out- plinary procedures, amounting in one sented do not include a separate category
form or another to some ten percent of for search and seizure cases. In addition,
come of the initial investigation.
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a complaint arising out of a search and
seizure situation might manifest itself in
a number of different ways, as, for example, an accusation of incivility, irregularity in relation to procedure, or assault on
the part of the police officer, categories
which in fact constitute the most common
types of complaint.67 More detailed investigation of this issue is clearly needed.
Research studies that have been carried
out do, in fact, tend to confirm that whiie
the percentage of searches conducted by
the English police that are successful in
uncovering contraband or incriminating
evidence 1s fairly low, the percentage of
incidents giving rise to complaints is also
low. A studv of searches of premises undertaken b i ten English police forces in
1979 revealed that " . . thirty-nine percent of searches uncovered evidence linking the suspect with the offenses which
were under investigation at the time the
search was made."68 In addition, however, " . . . in one in every ten searches,
material evidence implicating the suspect
in offenses which were not suspected when
the search was made came to light."69
Similarly, a study of stops and searches
for controlled drugs conducted by police
forces in England and Wales during the
years 1972 to 1978 showed that from 22
percent to 30 percent of the persons
searched were found to be in illegal Po*
session of drugs The highest number of
formal complaints arising from the Stops
and searches occurred m 1977 when 65
complaints were received. In that Year
15,580 persons were stopped and searched.
In 1978, 18,107 persons were stopped
and searched, and only 35 complaints
were received.'O

.

1.

'

Would English procedures work here?
From the above it would appear that
the English are not misplaced in their trust
of procedures other than the exclusionary
rule to protect their citizens against unlawful searches and seizures. It does not
necessarily follow, however, that the
Americans are wrong in their distrust of
these procedures. It may be that there are
sufficient &similarities between the
Udted States and England to render these
procedures workahle in England and unworkable in the United States. In many
ways England may be considered to be a
better candidate for the successful employment of these other procedures, most
notablv the use of internal police diseiplie.
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First, despite the events of the summer
of 1982, many still feel that England does
not have as serious a crime or race problem as the United States, and that the
English police are held in higher esteem
than their counterparts in the United
States. Second, the differences in the substantive criminal laws in England and the
United States, especially with regard to
such "victimless" crimes as gambling and
drug offenses, make the police in the
United States more likely to engage in
unlawful searches in order to obtain evidence that is hard to come by. These
searches, moreover, are made in connection with criminal offenses that many
may feel should not be considered crimes.

~h~~while most search and seizure
problems in the United States relate to
these "victi~ess" crimes,7' search and
e e h r e problems in England tend to involve property offenses. A survey of
searches of premises conducted by ten
English police forces in I979 showed that
44 percent of the searches were carried
out in connection with offenses of theft
and handling stolen goods, 28 percent
in connection with burglary offenses, and
12 percent in connection with drug offemes.72 The low percentage of drug
related
is, it should be noted,
higher than it might otherwise have been
because of the overrepresentationof drug
squads in the survey. Finally,
the fact that there is a far more unified
system of policing in England with a great
deal of central control and accountability
m a t be considered when comparing procedures for dealing with illegally seized
&dente
.-...
The differences between England and
the United States, great though they may
be, should not lead us to conclude that
there are no valuable lessons to be learned
from the English experience. The English
reliance on the reliability principle, and
the consequent adrmssionin court of most
unlawfully obtained physical evidence,
allows a criminal case to proceed against
a seemingly guilty defendant without any
widespread sentiment that civil rights are
being trampled upon, or that the integrity
of the courts is being besmirched by the
introducion of this illegally obtained evidence. The criminal does not go free b e
cause the constable has blundered. Instead,
there is an attempt to deal both with the
wrongdoing of the offender, and that of
the police officer.
In the United States we may not yet

be ready to abandon the exclusionary
rule completely. The English experience
does, however, suggest that we should
give greater prominence to the reliability
principle, and perhaps modify the exclusionary rule so that insubstantial or reasonable "good faith" violations of fourth
amendment rights will not result in the exclusion of the illegally seized evidence.73
In England the civil criminal, and diiciplinary remedies appear to be functioning
fairly well. There are problems with these
remedies, more so in the United States
than in England. These have been, and
must continue to be, studies in depth.
The existence of these problems does not
mean, however, that we must continue
to hold all illegally obtained physieal evidence inadmissible in court proceedings.
Even if the other methods of protecting
citizens from unlawful searches and seizures are not functioning effectively, it
does not necessarily follow that the exclusion of the illegally seized evidence is
either a logical or an effective cure for
the problem. Indeed, past experience suggests that it is not.

1. 367 U.S 643, 655 (1961). Such evidence
had not been admissible in Federal court
since 1914 (See Weeks v. US. 232 U.S.
383 [1914]).
2. Mopp v. Ohio, 367 U.S.643, 655 0961).
3. While the empirical research on the efficacy of the eXdusioniuy xule has on the
whole been rather inconclusiw, it ennot
be taken to support the proposition that
the exclunonary rule has aahieved its
purpose, See, e.g, Oaks, "Studying the
Exolusionary Rule in Search and Seizure,
37 U. Chi L. Rev. 665 (19701; Spiotto,
"Search and Seizure: An Empirical Study
of the Exclusionary Rule and its Alternatives," 2 L Le$ Studies 243 (1973). But,
note tna, r g , Canon, "Is the Exclusionary
Rule in F a i w Health? Some New Data
and a Plea A w t a Recipltous Cbnclusimp 62 Ky. L L 681 (1974). For a die
cussion of these and other empiricalstudies
see Qnan, "TheExclusionary Rule: have
critics proven that it doesn't deter police,"
62 Judicrlmre 398 (1979); Schlesinger,
"The Exclusionary Rule' have proponents
proven that it is a deterrent to police* 62
Judicatme 404 (1979).
4. For s more complete discussion of these
issues, see Hirschel. Fourth Amendment
Righh 14-15 (Lexington, Mass.: D.C Heath
& C o , 1979); See too, a&. ScMesinger,
supra, n3,at 405.
5. me Amencan h w Institute, f a example,
has proposed that only substantial violations of fourth amendment rights lesult in
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GRAND JURY CONTEMPT VS. CONTEMPT OF DISTRICT COURT: On 6/8/84 17
year old David Port was arrested and on the following day charged
by complaint with murdering Debra Schatz which allegedly occurred
on 6/7/84.
Port was released on bond and a probable cause
hearing was set for 6/11/84.
Bernard Port and Odette Port are
the natural father and stepmother of David Port.
These parents
were subpoenaed before the Grand Jury of the 176th Judicial
District Court to testify concerning the death of Debra Schatz.
An examining trial was set for 6/22/84. The gist of this case is
that the parents appeared but refused to testify before the Grand
Jury asserting the "parent/child privilege" (not really addressed
by the opinion) and the constitutional privilege against self
incrimination.
After being granted immunity, the parents still
refused to testify.
On 6/22/84 counsel for David Port presented
a written "waiver of indictment and entry of plea of not guilty"
and requested to be charged by information and entered a plea of
not guilty and the case was set for 7/18/84.
Subsequently, the
Ports asserted that the Grand Jury subpoena was moot in view of
the above waiver. Ultimately the district court entered an order
holding the Ports in contempt for "failing to testify before the
Grand Jury of the 176th District Court.
August 1984/VOICEfor the Defense SDR-1

The Court held t h a t t h e judgment of contempt punishing a r e c a l c i t r a n t Grand J u r y witness f o r contempt of t h e d i s t r i c t c o u r t is
not a u t h o r i z e d by Art. 20.15.
If contempt i s t o be found, it is
of t h e Grand J u r y , not of t h e d i s t r i c t c o u r t or d i s t r i c t judge.
This e x p l a i n s why i n order t o purge of contempt, t h e contemnor
m u s t be w i l l i n g t o t e s t i f y b e f o r e and answer questions propounded
by someone authorized by t h e Grand J u r y , and why when t h e
offended Grand J u r y adjourns a t t h e end of i t s term t h e contempt
matter becomes moot and a confined contemnor must be discharged
Ex Parte Shorthouse, 640 S.W.2d 924;
Parte
from
. . custody.
m
,
6 4 1 S.W.2d 927.
Judging from t h e opinion, noted Houston a t t o r n e y Randy Schaffer
A s of t h i s c a s e , t h e Court of
d i d another outstanding job.
Criminal Appeals went i n t o summer r e c e s s , with no opinions
a n t i c i p a t e d u n t i l September.

MXGTBKE OF FACT REWBSTED INSTEaUCTXefW IMPROPWY XEFUSED:
D, a
bondsmn, was cona?i&ted of t h e f t by unlawfully a p p r o p r i a t i n g
81,125 s e n t to him as a bond pre3aiu.m v i a Western Union money
Nrs. Griffith
order by Mrs. Oriffltth of S a l i s b u r y , h r y l a n t i .
s e n t t h e money 131,125) Ln o r d e r for Dtg; b a l l bond company t o
secure t h e release of Willard M i f f i t h whra was a r r e s t e d i n
Wichita F a l l s on 10/23J79. A t t h e t i m e of W i l l a r d ' s arrest f o r a
t ~ a E E i av h l a t i o n and DWI khere were waxrants o u t s t a n d i n g agaias'c
him f r o w t b e ststes o f V i r g i n i a and Maryland*
No bond was made
f o r Mr. O ' t i f f i t h r who remained i n jail. £Or abouk two weeks before
waiving e l r t r a d i t i a n to Wlas~yland. D is s a i d t o have k e p t Erg.
O1;fEfith8s m n e y , d e s p i t e her dergand for P t s retrtrn. a C e s t i f i e d
t h a t he r e t a i n e d the woney because he b e l i e v e d t h a t a $4f o r
t h e V i r g i n i a o f f e n s e had been posted by h i s a o w n y ant3 was s t i l l
pending.
b wes W y aware a f t h e need t o p o s t a $7,500 b ~ n df o r
Virginia i n order t a s e c u r e the release OP Willard e r i f f i t h .
D
a f f e r e d cfmpany r e c o r d s et t r t a l i n d i c a t i n g t h a t t h e 67,500
V i r g i n i a bbnd w a s repared by h i s o f f i a e and p o s k d as bond P l y 1 9
OR
XOf25/79 and t a t one 05 h i s amplayeas twk t h e bond over ' t o
the jail t o s e c u r e t h e release of a r i f f i t h an t h e Virginia
chalirrge, At t h ~ t t i m
D learned o r the n e c e s s i t y of an a d d i t i o n a l
SIOrQOO bond f o r t h e M s ~ y l e n d&arqe.
Dt$ coapany etp@ropriataly
n o t i f i e d Mrs. GrPEfLth whg was unabGLe t o meet t h e nmw burden an8
Ha one eould explaln a t t r i a l why t h e
did n o t send tne money.
s h e r i f f *s .mf.ff2ee %afLed t o f i l e t h e V i r g i n l a b - ~ at h a t D ~ S
b u s i n e m r e s b r d ~s f ~ q e dwas p o s t ~ ~Qn
d 10/25/7$.

a

The g i s t of D b i d 5 t a k e of f a c t d e f e n s e was t h a t Be thought th
bond had been f i l e d by t h e s h e r i f f r s &Eiae, and t h a t het was
t h e r e f o r e o b l i g a t e d t o $be s t a t e o f V i r g i n l a for its amunt, even
t o t h e tirne of t r i a l .
TEe C o u r t Of &meals r e j e ~ t e d P ' sawert i o n t h a t he w
m entitle6 t o a charge On mistake of f a c t essent i a l l y because t h e m &s no evidence t h a k t h e bond was posted.

The C o u r t o f C r i m i n a l Appeals found D ' s b u s i n e s s r e c o r d s and
t e s t i m o n y a d e q u a t e l y e s t a b l i s h e d his m i s t a k e n b e l i e f t h a t t h e
V i r g i n i a bond had a c t u a l l y been p o s t e d and t h a t he remained
l i a b l e on t h a t bond.
Sec.
8 . 0 3 ( a ) P.C.
p r o v i d e s t h a t it is a
d e f e n s e t o p r o s e c u t i o n t h a t t h e a c t o r t h r o u g h m i s t a k e formed a
r e a s o n a b l e b e l i e f a b o u t a matter o f f a c t i f h i s mistaken b e l i e f
n e g a t e d t h e k i n d of c u l p a b i l i t y r e q u i r e d f o r t h e commission of
t h e o f f e n s e . The r u l e is c l e a r t h a t a n a c c u s e d is e n t i t l e d t o an
a f f i r m a t i v e i n s t r u c t i o n on t h e l a w a s t o e v e r y d e f e n s i v e i s s u e
r a i s e d by t h e e v i d e n c e i n c l u d i n g t h o s e r a i s e d by h i s t e s t i m o n y
a l o n e . Jackson, 646 S.W.2d 225. D ' s r e q u e s t e d i n s t r u c t i o n f i r s t
t r a c k e d Sec.
8.03 and d e f i n e d " r e a s o n a b l e b e l i e f " and t h e n
stated:
"Therefore,
i f you b e l i e v e from t h e e v i d e n c e
beyond a r e a o n a b l e d o u b t t h a t t h e d e f e n d a n t
committed t h e a c t s a l l e g e d , b u t you f u r t h e r
believe,
o r you have a r e a s o n a b l e doubt
t h e r e o f , t h a t , a t t h e time of t h e a l l e g e d
acts,
he
had t h r o u g h m i s t a k e formed
a
reasonable b e l i e f about a matter of f a c t , t o
w i t : t h a t h e , Kenneth Ray Knowles, was l i a b l e
and o b l i g a t e d on t h e bond of W i l l a r d Thomas
Griffith, Jr.,
and t h a t s a i d m i s t a k e n b e l i e f
the
negated t h e c u l p a b i l i t y required f o r
commission of t h e o f f e n s e ,
as stated in
P a r a g r a p h X I V o f t h i s c h a r g e , you w i l l f i n d
t h e defendant not g u i l t y . "

WILLIAM

CASTLEBERRY, No.
166-83,
a f f ' d , Judge C l i n t o n , 7/18/84.

Opinion on S t a t e ' s PDR, Conv.

INCREASED
SENTENCE
ON
RETRIAL
NOT
JUDICIAL
COURT ' S
VINDICTIVENESS:
D was i n d i c t e d f o r b u r g l a r y of a h a b i t a t i o n ,
which i n d i c t m e n t was enhanced w i t h a p r i o r b u r g l a r y of a motor
vehicle.
The punishment r a n g e was t h e r e f o r e 1 5 t o 99 y e a r s .
D
p l e d no c o n t e s t b e f o r e t h e c o u r t and t h e s t a t e abandoned t h e
enhancement p a r a g r a p h and recommended 1 2 TDC p e r t h e p l e a
agreement.
The c o u r t s e t punishment a s 12 TDC. Within 6 d a y s D
wrote t h e judge c o m p l a i n i n g a b o u t t h e p r o c e e d i n g , h i s a t t o r n e y ,
and t h e p l e a b a r g a i n .
Immediately, t h e c o u r t b r o u g h t D i n t o
c o u r t and e x p l a i n e d t h a t i f D i n s i s t e d on a j u r y t r i a l on t h e
o r i g i n a l i n d i c t m e n t he would b e s u b j e c t t o a minimum o f 1 5 y e a r s
D insisted,
f i l e d a form Motion For New T r i a l and a new
TDC.
t r i a l was g r a n t e d .
L a t e r , a j u r y found D g u i l t y . D e l e c t e d t o
have t h e c o u r t a s s e s g punishment and p l e d t r u e t o t h e enhancement
allegation.
The c o u r t found t h e enhancement c o u n t t o have been
proved and s e t punishment a t 20 y e a r s TDC.
B e f o r e t h e C/A,
D a r g u e d t h e T/C e r r e d and e x h i b i t e d j u d i c i a l
v i n d i c t i v e n e s s by i n c r e a s i n g h i s s e n t e n c e from 1 2 t o 20 y e a r s
a f t e r p e r m i t t i n g him t o withdraw h i s e a r l i e r p l e a o f g u i l t y ,
656 S.W.2d 429 and t h e P e a =
rule
r e l y i n g upon

u,
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Carolina
e a r , 395 U.S. 711, 89 S.Ct. 2072, 23 L.Ed.2d 656
(1969).
The Harris County DA conceded the case and the C/A held
that the increased punishment constituted error because the
record did not indicate any factors which may have occurred after
the time of the original sentencing and which were considered by
the trial judge as the basis for the enhanced punishment.
The
CCA granted the state prosecuting attorney's PDR to determine
whether the rule in pearce was applicable under the facts of this
case.
P m e rationale:
due process of law is violated if a con1.
vict suffers an increase in punishment as a direct result of his
having exercised a constitutional or statutory right to present
legal errors to a higher court, and having succeeded.
The very
threat inherent in the existence of such a punitive policy would
with respect to those still in prison serve to chill the exercise
of basic constitutional and statutory rights.

2. In order to assure the absence of such a motivation, whenever
a judge imposes a more severe sentence upon a defendant after a
new trial, the reasons for his doing so must affirmatively
appear.
Those reasons must be based upon objective information
concerning identifiable conduct on the part of the defendant
occurring after the time of the original sentencing proceeding.
3. The
rationale does not and cannot apply to D because D
never exercised his statutory or constitutional right to review
by a higher court.

x

4.
Prosecutorial vindictiveness: Blackledge y, -,
417 U.S.
21. 94 S.Ct. 2098, 40 L.Ed.2d 628 (1974): the court delineated a
very narrow due process violation extant in prosecutorial vindictiveness exhibited by upping the ante with a felony indictment
after a convicted misdemeanant pursued his statutory appellate
remedy of trial de novo.
5.
Bordenkiw ,
L, !
434 U.S.
357, 98 S.Ct. 663, 54
L.Ed.2d
604 (1978):
in the give and take of plea bargaining,
there is no such element of punishment or retaliation so long as
the accused is free to accept or reject the prosecution's offer.
The prosecutor's interest at the bargaining table is to persuade
the defendant to forego his right to plead not guilty.
Judge
Clinton further wrote that unstated is the concomitant that it is
constitutionally permissible for the prosecutor to exercise his
discretion by "punishing" a defendant who insists on asserting
his right to trial inspite of concessions offered; indeed, it is
the threat of this very sanction which supplies the strength of
the rosec cut or's barqaininq
position during negotiations.
See
also &yL ,
593 F.2d 687 (5th Cir. 1979); Eh;b YI
EsteIJ&, 656 F.2d 166 (5th Cir. 1981).
6.
In this case the ultimate sentence could not chill the
exercise of rights to appeal or collateral attack by others in
D got exactly what he asked for; a new trial before
the future.
a jury without the constraints of the plea bargain. Having

A;
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simultaneously rejected the protections of that bargain, he
cannot now be heard to complain that the trial judge's failure to
afford them nevertheless creates a presumption of judicial
vindictiveness. Moreover, to bind per se the T/C as sentencer to
the punishment previously devised and offered by the prosecutor
but rejected by an accused, would serve no legitimate purpose
whatever; indeed such a restriction would have the indirect
affect of abolishing the practice of negotiating pleas. The real
"Appellant's contention that the trial judge should
clincher :
have assessed the same 12 year sentence is that assessed under
the plea bargain is tantamount to contending the T/C should also
have dismissed the repeator allegation from the indictment sua
and this in the face of Appellant's having pled
sponte
"true" to that allegation!"

. . .

Colten YI
407 U.S. 104, 92 S.Ct. 1953, 32 L.Ed.2d
7.
g
was held inapplicable since the court then
584 (1972):
imposed the increased sentence after retrial was not the one
whose original judgment had precipitated an appellate reversal.
The Supreme Court reasoned that under such circumstances there
was little possibility that an increased sentence on trial de
novo could have been motivated by personal vindictiveness on the
part of the ultimate sentencing judge.
8.
Chaffin y, S L y n ~ b ~ n m k ,412 U.S. 17, 93 S.Ct. 1977, 36
L.Ed.2d
714 (1973):
An increased sentence assessed by a jury
upon retrial was held not a violation of the Pearce rule.
"It
was noted that the second jury was completely unaware of the
original sentence, and thus could hardly have sought to 'punish'
Chaffin for his successful appeal.
Moreover, the jury, unlike a
judge who had been reversed on appeal, could hardly have a stake
in the prior conviction or any motivation to discourage criminal
defendants from seeking appellate review."

&&&
SMITH, No. 666-83, Opinion on Appellant's PDR, Judge
McCormick, 7/18/84.

SELF DEFENSE REQUESTED INSTRUCTION ERRONEOUSLY DENIED:
The case
is unusual to the extent that the D did not testify. The state's
evidence showed that D argued with his sister when the C/W
intervened.
D had a steak knife in hand and was attempting to
enter a house where his sister had taken refuge when the C/W
grabbed him and dragged him away from the house.
The C/W then
went into the house and found the sister armed with a gun.
The
C/W disarmed the sister and took the gun outside and threw it
into the trunk of his car.
D headed for the house again so the
C/W grabbed him again'. During the struggle D stabbed the C/W.
Defense witnesses testified that when the C/W took the gun
outside he carried it down beside him in his left hand, that the
way it was held D could not help but see it; that although D
stated he didn't want a fight the C/WI an argument broke out and
the two began to fight.
One witness testified that when the C/W
August 1984/YOICEforthe Defense SDR-5

exited the house he pointed his gun at D and that just before the
C/W exited, the witness had handed D the knife so that he could
open a can of milk for her baby.
D had just opened the can when
the C/W confronted D with the gun. The C/W grabbed D and the two
began to scuffle. The C/W said to D "Do what he had to do, don't
be messing with Darlene (the sister) and if he wanted to hurt
somebody, hurt him or he was going to hurt him".
The C/A originally affirmed.
D filed a PDR claiming the C/A
failed to consider defensive testimony as to this issue and
remanded the cause.
The C/A affirmed again and stated it had
always considered defensive testimony.
The second PDR resulted
in this reversal.
"It is axiomatic that when properlv reauested.
the trial court must insgruct t6e fury on
every defensive theory raised by the evidence,
and it makes no difference whether
such
evidence or testimony was produced by the
prosecution or the defense, or whether such
defensive evidence or testimony might
be
strong, weak, unimpeached, or contradicted.

..

.

In the instant case we are unable to say there
is no. evidence as to the issue of self
defense.
Surely, the testimony of Barbara
Bolden and Ella Mae Smith, although not strong
and convincing, raises the issue of self
defense.
The issue before this court is not
the truth of this testimony; that is up to the
trier of fact.
'The issue before this court
is whether, if the testimony is believed, a
case of
self defense has
been
made'.
&Q&-&EZ
L
544 S.W.2d 382 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1976). We now hold that the trial court
erred
in refusing Appellant's
requested
instruction on self defense."

BLANKENSHIP, No. 796-83, Opinion on Appellant's PDR, Conv.
rev'd, Judge MIller, 7/18/84.
DEFENDANT'S
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO PRO SE REPRESENTATION
ERRONEOUSLY DENIED: On 12/11/80 D was indicted for agg. robbery.
On 2/6/81 a copy of the state's motion for arraignment was sent
to D's attorney (presumably appointed).
On 3/2 D pled not
guilty, with his counsel.
On 3/30/81, the day of trial, D
informed the T/C he wanted to represent himself, said he had the
abjlity to do so. The court's questioning showed the following:

1. D was born in South Carolina and had six years in college in
Columbia but did not remember the name of the college and did not
graduate.
He majored in history but did not remember how many
SDR-6 VOICEfor the DefenselAugust 1984

hours he ended up with.

He took no law courses.

D was 31 years old at the time of trial--concurring
2.
by Judge Clinton, at Footnote 3.

opinion

3.
D studied law on his own by going to the library, getting
books and reading the United States constitutional law and
amendments, after he left college. He studied no other law.

4.

He did landscaping work since leaving college.

5.
He did not get involved in any
reading, or speaking.

great

deal of

writing,

6.
He knew the court could not help D on anything during the
trial, that he would be on his own and that he would be bound by
the law if he represented himself and the court would assume he
knew the law and that if he did not, he was at his own risk and
peril.
D did not know the meaning of voir dire, the best evidence
7.
rule, the definition of robbery or aggravated robbery, the
grounds for cause that could be used in challenging a perspective
juror, how many peremptory challenges he was entitled to at
trial, the meaning of a hearsay objection, the meaning of the
Fourth, Fifth, or Sixth Amendments or basically what the state
had to prove.
8. When asked whether he understood it was his job to subpoena
witnesses and did he know how to do it, D responded: "Yes, but I
also have to be provided with the books", that. that was part of
his constitutional rights and that he wanted books parallel to
his own case like the State vs. So-and-so.
The T/C stated that he didn't think D was qualified to represent
himself in court, overruled his motion to proceed as his own
attorney, and ordered counsel to represent the defendant.

, U.S. 806, 95 S.Ct. 2525, 45 L.Ed.2d
In Bretta y L Q 1 . i f ~ ~ n i a422
562 (1975) the court held that an accused has the constitutional
In
right to conduct his own defense and it is a personal right.
order to competently and intelligently choose self representation, the D should be made aware of the dangers and disadvantages
of self representation so that the record will establish that he
knows what he is doing and his choice is made with eyes open.
"While Faretta does not mandate an inquiry concerning Appellant's
age, education, background, or previous mental health history in
every instance where an accused expresses a desire to represent
530 S.W.2d 952, 954 (Tex. Cr. App.
himself, a a e i n
19821, the record must contain proper admonishments concerning
pro se representation and any necessary inquiries of the defendant so that the T/C may make an assessment of his knowing exercise of the right to defend himself." The court emphasized that
the T/C is duty bound to examine defendant's assiduously as to
his knowledge and intent.

.
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We can imagine that situations such as this one literally drive
T/Cs and all counsel involved crazy.
The standard set about in
this Blankinship opinion are fine and they're well settled but
they don't seem to help.
The Court in Blankinship declined to
assist here:
"This Court requires no formulaic questioning to
establish a knowing and intelligent waiver nor will it author a
script for courtroom recitation by trial judges faced with this
dilemma. "
The C/A held that the D's request for pro se representation was
conditional on his being provided with the appropriate law books
and thus there was no error in the trial judge's refusal to
permit Appellant to represent himself at trial.
The CCA found
that the conclusions of the appellate court were not supported by
the record and that the pro se request was not conditional as
reflected by the dialogue which, according to the opinion, showed
Appellant made unequivocal demands to proceed pro se.
Judge Clinton in his concurring opinion writes:
"A trial judge is obliged to make an accused
aware of the dangers and disadvantages of self
representation; to illustrate to him, as was
done here, what an austere mistake he is about
to make; to tell him he will be bound by the
law and given no special consideration or
assistance;
to
advise
him
his
self
representation will be terminated should it be
manipulated
so
as to
obstruct
orderly
procedure in the court or to interfere with
the fair administration of justice, then allow
him to proceed pro se. If he thereafter seeks
to abuse his right to ends discussed here, the
right may be terminated. The record before us
does not adequately establish Blankinship was
being or would have been the disruptive force
which might justify an ab initio denial of the
right."
By footnote, Judge Clinton observed that the court could not know
what course Blankinship would have followed in conducting his own
defense but that appointed counsel did not ask a single question
of any of five witnesses examined by the state nor offer any
defensive evidence whatsoever, which is a "telling relevation
that Appellant had no defense to present.
Testifying on
punishment, Appellant in effect 'threw himelf on the mercy of the
jury1

."

Any of us can sympathize with the plight of a trial judge under
similar circumstances.
Perhaps it is arguable as to whether
Blankinship's assertion of his right to represent himself was
conditioned upon his use of law books.
Equally important, it is
probably also arguable as to whether the trial judge in this case
really did comply with the mandate to make Blankinship aware of
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the dangers and disadvantages of self representation.
I am not
convincted that the trial judge did adequately make Blankinship
aware of the dangers and disadvantages of self representation,
but at least the trial judge did not force the defendant to go to
trial by himself and had counsel remain.
Perhaps the safest
course is to interrogate the D at length to insure compliance
and then have appointed counsel on standby in the
with -La
event that the D's behaviour becomes such that he is excluded
from the courtroom. I am just a little bit surprised that rather
than reciting constitutional authorities and principles that the
Court does not become more instructional to aid the trial judges
in this state.
JA?zW ,
No.
Davis, 6/18/84.

891-83, Opinion on State's PDR, Judge Tom

APPELLATE STANDARD OF REVIEW:
Because the C/A decision
was
handed down before the mandates issued in Wilson v. State, 654
S.W.2d 465 (Tex. Cr. App. 19831, Denby v. State, 654 S.W.2d 457
(Tex. Cr. App. 19831, Freeman v. State, 654 S.W.2d 450 (Tex. Cr.
App. 19831 and Carlsen v. State, 654 S.W.2d 444 (Tex. Cr. App.
19831, and because the standard used by the C/A was different
from the new standard enunciated by the CCA, the court reiterated
the proper standard of review:
I,
The standard for reviewing sufficiency
of the evidence questions on appeal is the
same for direct and circumstantial evidence
cases.
Further, the relevant standard is the
one developed by the U.S.
Supreme Court in
307, 99 S.Ct.
Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S.
2781, 61 L.Ed.2d 560 (19741, to wit, 'whether,
after viewing the evidence in the light most
favorable to the prosecution, any rational
trier of fact could have found the essential
elements of the crime beyond a reasonable
doubt. '

. ..

In applying the above standard of review the
court
agreed
that
the
'exclusion
of
outstanding reasonable hypotheses' test would
still be utilized.
The opinion on rehearing
in Denby noted that, 'if the evidence supports
an inference other than the guilt of the
Appellant,
a
finding of guilt beyond a
reaonsable doubt is not a rational finding'.
654 s.w.2~' at 456.
Similarly, the Denby
concurrence stressed that, 'Logic dictates
that if there is a 'reasonable hypotheses'
other than the guilt of the accused, then it
cannot be said that the guilt has been shown'
beyond a reasonable doubt.' 654 S.W.2d
at
457.
In Wilson, Denby, Freeman, and Carlsen,
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this Court also firmly rejected the notion of
a
presumption on appeal of an accused's
innocence in circumstantial evidence cases."

,

No.
Odom, 7/18/84.

906-83, Opinion on Appellant's
Rev'd, 5/4 decision.

PDR, Judge

DEFENDANT ILLEGALLY DETAINED--SEARCB AMD SEIZURE OF PISTOL
UNLAWFUL:
On 7/21/81 at 3:15 a.m.,
officer observed Li sitting
alone in an automobile in the parking lot of some apartments in
Pasadena.
D was slouched over the steering wheel with the motor
running and the car lights were,off. The officer approached and
asked D to step out of the car.
As D opened the door, the
officer spotted a pistol on the floorboard of the driver's side
of the car.
The Court held that the facts do not indicate that any activity
out of the ordinary was occurring or had occurred, nor that D was
connected to any such activity, nor that any such activity was
related to a crime.
The circumstances observed by the officer
were as consistent with innocent activity as with criminal
activity and in fact there was no suggestion of criminal activity
afoot whatsoever.
It was therefore error to overrule the motion
to suppress.
Somewhat unusual is the alignment of
the
dissentors: Judges W. C. Davis, RcCormick, Teague, and Campbell.
The Court relied heavily upon Johnson, 658 S.W.2d 623 wherein the
Court reversed for an unlawful detention under facts similar to
those of this case.
Johnson detailed the controlling law as
follows:
"It is well settled that a police officer may
briefly stop a suspicious individual in order
to determine his identity or to maintain the
status quo momentarily while obtaining more
information. An occupant of an automobile is
just as subject to a brief detention as is a
pedestrian.
Adams v. Williams, 407 U.S. 143,
92 S.Ct.
1921, 32 L.Ed.2d
612
(1972).
Circumstances short of probable cause for an
arrest may justify temporary detention for the
purpose
of
investigation
since
an
investigation is considered to be a lesser
intrusion upon the personal security of the
individual. Leighton v. State, 544 S.W.2d 394
(Tea. Cr. hpp. 1976).
8

In order to justify the intrusion, the law
enforcement ~Eficer must
have
specific
articulable facts which, in light of his
experience and personal knowledge, together
with other inferences from those facts, would
reasonably warrant the intrusion on
the
SDR-10
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freedom of t h e c i t i z e n d e t a i n e d f o r f u r t h e r
investigation.
D e t e n t i o n b a s e d on a hunch is
illegal.
W i l l i a m s v. S t a t e . 621 S .W.2d 609
(Tex.
Cr. App.
1981).
T h e r e must be a
r e a s o n a b l e s u s p i c i o n by t h e o f f i c e r t h a t some
a c t i v i t y out of t h e o r d i n a r y is occurring o r
had o c c u r r e d , some s u g g e s t i o n t o c o n n e c t t h e
d e t a i n e d p e r s o n w i t h t h e u n u s u a l a c t j v i t y , and
some i n d i c a t i o n t h a t t h e a c t i v i t y is r e l a t e d
to
a crime.
Where t h e e v e n t s a r e
as
c o n s i s t e n t w i t h i n n o c e n c e a c t i v i t y as w i t h
c r i m i n a l a c t i v i t y , a d e t e n t i o n based on t h o s e
S h a f f e r v. S t a t e , 562
e v e n t s is u n l a w f u l .
S.W.2d 853 (Tex. C r . App. 1978)

."
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No. 68,181; Reversed and
5/16/84.

Judge Onion;

B x a f L p A m ~SATEMENTS - ARTICLE 38.24, CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCECIIIRG: D convicted
for
mrirder
in &I&
-- - -- - --.
. .- - D c l a m self defense. D1s version of self defense included

-

-

-

being attacked by a knife in which the deceased was found in possession of. ihe
arresting officer and State's witness had come to the scene a t request of D t s
neighbor, and was leaving as D pulled into the complex in a cat and stopped the
officer.
The officer stated D walked uu and said I shot man and 1 killed h i m in
.-.m apart~~&. then l e t the officer & the apartmnt. Outside the presence of
J e jury, on direct examination, information concerning what D told the officer
about the decedent trying to k i l l him with a knife and the fact that the decedent was found with a knife and other facts that went to D t s defense was held to
be inadmissible by the t r i a l court on either d i r e ~ tor cross examination because
they were statements made under arrest and even though part of the conversation
had already been admitted before the jury. During D1s testinmy, he was not
allowed to testify as to what he told the officer a t the time of the arrest
about the use of the knife by the decedent. D challenges the exclusion of the
evidence under Article 38.24, Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, which allows the
totality of a stateinent to be admitted before the jury when part of a statement
has been admitted. Held: Article 38.24 guards against the possibility of distortion that could aris'erfom the use of a portion of a conversation or transaction
out of its proper context. The thrust of this statute is to allow the t r i e r
fact to understand exactly what occurred, rather than why it occurred. The
requirenents of the statute are met when the acts or wards are put into the context in which they acurred. The exclusion of the exculpatory matter while
allowing the inculpatory statements bdore the jury was error.

a

EWBRTE RDBWT ROSE;

1
.

No. 69,265; Relief Denied; Judge Onion; 5/16/84.

m:R, attorney, is held in urntempt after being duly admonished in a
=or
a D that wtls charged with rape as to the prerequisites of Section
22.065, Texas Penal Code, concerning a hearing outside the presence of the jury
prior to any questians being asked of a complaining uitness in a rape case concerning prior sexual activity. During cross examimtion of CW, R asked "1 take
it nothing like that ever happen to you before?" R admitted to the court that
he was talking about the CHT ever having been raped before. R challenges the
order of contempt as being void aud that there is no evidence to support the
judge's conclus%on that the question propounded to the CW was intentionally
posed and that there was no violation of the mandate of Section 22.065. Held:
R's argwnents ~ r o m d sthe fact that "sexual conductfTas set out in S e c E
22.065 is not defined there, and therefore should be given very limited meaning,
The court holds that the term sexual eonduct in the context of which it is used
encompasses sexual activity or conduct whether willingly engaged in or not,
including situations where the victim was involved in a prior rape offense,
alleged offense or situation. It is clear for the reading of the statute that
the purpose and s p i r i t of the law is that prior rape is %exmil conductft, even
though initiated by anather and then involuntarily engaged in by the victim.
Court did not abuse his digcretion in finding R guilty of contempt.
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ERIC 'IHOrUIAS BORGEN;

No. 946-83; State's PIR; C/A Reversed; Judge Onion;
5/16/84.

PROSECUMRIAL MISCONDUCT - ARGUMENT: Court of Appeals found fundamental error
in final argument that stated "it remains to me undeniably clear that one thing
is true, as long as lawyers are for hire justice is for sale". Wkile the Court
of Appeals recogonize that the general rule that any impropriety in an prosecutorial argument is waived by Drsfailure to make a proper and timely objection,
it noted an exception to the general rule where the argument of the prosecutor
was so prejuducial that an instruction to disregard will not cure the hann.
Held: Error in final argunent will not be reversible error unless in light of
=record
as a whole the argment is extreme or manifestively improper, violative of a mandatory statute or injects new facts, harmful to the D and to a
trial proceeding. The prosecutor's argument was improper and the phrase should
not have been used, but the court cannot conclude on the record as a whole and
without an objection that the statement was predjudicial enough to call for a
reversal or reflect a violation of due process of law.

JmAUIHOR STEVENS;

No. 63,965; Affirmed; Judge W. C. Davis; 5/16/84.

RES G
E
S
W STATEMENTS: D and CW were long time friends that got into an argument at a pool hall. D left and returned with a pistol and argument again proceeded. In a continuation of the argument outside the pool hall, D shot CW
three times, walked away, then came back and kicked CW saying "this SOB ain't
dead yet". Police officer heard shots, saw D kick the fallen man, then run into
the park. Police officer chased D, and upon telling D to lie down on the ground
heard D exclaim Where did you come from? Why couldtnt I have gotten away with
it?".
D alleges self defense and submits that the trial court erred in
admitting the statements that he made to the police officer. Held: Dtsstatements are admissible under Article 38.22, Section 5, of the TeEiiTCode Criminal
Procedure, in either of two ways, first, the statements were voluntarily made
while in custody but not in response to interrogation; secondly, the statements
fit the res gestae of the arrest.

LEADING QUESTIONS: D objected late in the game and the court ruled on his
objection by stating "lets move alongn. Held: Objection must be timely and D
must secure a ruling on the objection to pFEiFrve error.
IMPEACHMENT: D testified on direct examination that he had previously been convicted of assault with intent to murder. On cross examination the prosecutor
continued, over objection, to refer to that "as the same thingn. D objected that
the prosecution was going into the facts behind the prior conviction and was
improper impeachment. Held: The questions of the prosecution referring to "the
same thing" is not inquiri-ng into the details of the offense underlying the conviction, although D is correct in asserting that the State is not permitted to
bring before the jury the details of an offense which resulted in a prior conviction when D admits the existence of the conviction.
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No. 613-83; StateTsPDR; C/A Reversed; Judge W. C.
Davis; 5/16/84.
SEARCH AND SEIZURE - PARTICULARITY OF DESCRIPTION: D convicted of burglary of a
habitation in which part of the evidence came from items that were seized from
D's apartment pursuant to a search warrant. The peace officer affiant placed
information in the application for search warrant that was an enlargement of the
information given to the affiant by the informant. Court of Appeals held that
the trial court erred in failing to suppress the evidence and that the affidavit
in support of the search warrant contained false statements made in reckless
disregard of the truth and that with those false statements being struck from
the affidavit the remaining information was insufficient,to establish probable
cause to issue a search warrant. Franks v. Delaware, 98 S.Ct. 2674 (1978) and
ilar v. Texas, 84 S.Ct. 1509 (1964).
Held: While it is true that the
Sidavit was morn to with knowledge that tFinformation in the affidavit is
false, or with a reckless disregard of the truth of that information, those portions of the affidavit which are false are to be excised from the affidavit, and
the remaining content is to be examined for sufficiency to support the issuance
of a warrant. However, with the false statements excised, the property
described as "a ring" and "a watch" are adequate descriptions under the circumstances of this case to establish probable cause. Note: Court declines to
discuss at this time the effect of Illinois v. Gates, l(T3Sup.Ct. 2317 (1983) on
this type of situation.
D1SSE;NT: Four judges would hold that a description of only "a ring" and "a
watch" is insufficient to satisfy the Fourth Amendment and Art. 1, Sec. 9,
Texas Constitution because when one is searching for specific property there is
a need to distinquish between those things that are legitimately in the place to
be searched and those things which are to be seized. This is especially true
when the property are tangibles other than contraband.
HAROLD ODEAN JONES;

No. 858-83; State's F'DR;
Miller ; 5/16/84.

C/A Reversed; Judge

INDIC'IMENT - MOTION TO QUASH - SPECIFICITY: D convicted of the offense of &eft
of currency. D files motion to quash indictment that makes general allegations
that the indictment is vague and uncertain and fails to fairly inform D of the
offense sought to be charged against him. Court of Appeals holds that the trial
Held:
court erred in failing to quash the indictment per D1s motion.
Sufficiency of the charging instrument test was set forth in Coleman v. S w ,
643 S.W.2d. 124 (Tex. Crim. App., 1982). The court cannot look beyond the fact
of the charging instrument to answer the question because the test for determining the sufficiency of a charging instrument, in the face of a motion to
quash wherein D claims he does not have sufficent notice of that of which he is
charged, is to exaimine the charging instrument from the perspective of the
accused, and in the light of presumption of innocence. When D complains of lack of
notice in an indictment, there is a requirement of specificity attached by case
law to Dfs motion. D1s, for motion was a general allegation of inadequate
notice, which in and of itself failed to adequately inform the trial judge of
the matter in which the notice was deficient. Therefore, the fundamental
constitutional protection of adequate notice and due process have not been
invoked by Dfsmotion.
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U.S.

V.

BELTRAN-NUNEZ, NO. 82-1440, Vacated & Remanded, Judge Tate,
9/22/83 (716 F.2d 287).

PRESENCE OF DEFENDANT: D was aware of his trial date but did not appear.
The Court, without any objection, proceeded to jury selection and jury
sworn and empaneled. The Court then held a brief hearing, but did not
consider postponing trial. The trial was conducted without the D and
without any objection from D's attorney. D was convicted and sentencing
postponed. Pour years later D surrendered and was sentenced. On appeal,
he asserted that the District Court should not have tried him in absentia.
The Court held that although there was evidence that the D had voluntarily absented himself from the trial, the District Court abused its discretion by failing to consider less drastic measures (particularily since
the government had not yet presented evidence and did not argue that there
would be any difficulties in rescheduling the trial) before proceeding.
U.S. V. BUSMISEL, No. 82-2241, Aff'd, Judge Johnson, 10/3/83
(716 P.2d 3011.
EFFECTIVE COUNSEL: D was indicted, tried and convicted of various drug
offenses in 1970. D's direct appear was affirmed in 1971. D then fled to
Canada and was rearrested in late 1981. D then filed a motion to vacate
sentence and judgment under 28 U.S.C. 52255. D alleged ineffective assistance of counsel and the District Court granted the motion and granted D a
new trial. The government appealed.
The Court held that D's trial counsel had consistently failed to
object to the prosecution's efforts to demonstrate: (1) the D's personal
use of illegal drugs (for which the D was not indicted); and (2) the D's
guilt by his association with drug dealers. The Court also held that the
D's attorney utterly failed to object to "inflammatory" comments at closing argument. The failure of D 's attorney to do any of the above could not
be considered trial strategy and rendered D's trial fundamentally unfair.
Accordingly, the District Court's order was affirmed.
NOTE: See also Diaz v. Martin, 718 F.2d 1372 (5th Cir. 19831, which
sets forth a lawyer's duties in connection with his representation of a D
who pleads guilty and the showing that must be made on habeas to prevail
on an ineffective assistance argument.
U.S. v. PRICE, No. 83-1180, Rev'd.

Judge Rubin, 11/22/83

(722 F.2d 88).

BOLSTERING: D was charged with conspiracy to obtain bribes, perjury and
income tax evasion. At trial, the government elicited testimony that the
D's income was substantially greater than reported due to the receipt of
cash bribes. The governm&ntls summary witness testified to the tax ramifications of the allegedly unreported cash bribes. On cross-exam, the
summary witness admitted his testimony was based on the assumption that
the testimony of the government's witnesses relating to the cash bribes
was true. On redirect exam, the government elicited testimony that the
summary witness personally believed that the other witnesses had told the
truth. Despite D's objection, no curative instruction was given.
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Court held that this was improper bolstering which was harmful error
in the absence of a curative instruction, particularily since there was no
documentary evidence of the cash bribes and the jury acquitted D of the
perjury and income tax violations.
U.S. v. VALDEZ, No. 82-1700, Rev'd, Judge Rubin, 1/3/84

(722 F.2d 1196).

POST-HYPONOTIC INDENTIFLC&TION: D, a Suspect in an extortion scheme, had
been seen numerous times during the investigation by one Officer Jackson.
Jackson, however, was unable to identify D as the person he had seen at the
scene of the crime. Jackson was allowed to identify the D in the courtroom after undergoing hypnosis. The district judge, however, failed to
weigh the probative value of the post-hypnotic testimony against the dangera of unfair prejudice, jury confusion, or jury misapprehension.
On appeal, the Court held that the procedures utilized during the
hypnotic session were unduly suggestive, that Jackson's identification was
unduly suggestive and that the probative value of the testimony was outweighed by the prejudicial effect. The Court also stated that although no
per se rule was being established in cases not involving identification,
it was establishing a per se rule that "when, as here, a hypnotized subject identifies for the first time a person he has reason to know is already under suspicion, the post-hypnotic testimony is inadmissible whatever procedural safeguards were used to attempt to sanitize the hypnotic
session. "
Utr,S, v, EOWE~L, No, 83-lX90, Aff'd, Per Curiam, 119384 ( 7 1 9 F.2d 1258).

SPEEDY TRIAL 31CTr The Court held that u;hder the Sgee&? trial aet, trial
begins on the $ate that w i r dire begins. Thus, even though voir dire was
bnQ tbeee hours and the case was then set off fzx one we& by ths Bisttict
Court for Burposes of trping a cf~2.Xcase, t h r e was no violation of E h s
spfrik or letter of the act.

-

MOIP%:: The jury waa not empaneled and sworn until after the expiration
of 70 days from his indictment, a ebrrr violation ~f 18 U . S . C . 3161(c)(1)
Tha Couzt rejected D'B effort@ to equaee the commsllcetnent of krial, as
employed Byi kBe a&, with the attacbonent of jeopardy ti&.,
trial begias
when jury i s smrn, or in a bench trial, when eviaence is .tnithlly inkra-

.

ducerl)
U.8,

.

v, RE1\J=,

tfo, 83-1366, Affqd, Judge Gee, 3/12/84

(727 F.24 1373).

EMTEAPEPENTI D, charged wLtb dispensing ~ontralledsubstawes Eor nanmed&cal purposes, testified that he dispensed the drugs, but did 60 only
for medicel purposes (i,e,,'adniitted the act but aenied the cixlp&le
mental s*t&.
T h e D also ~licitedewideaca that although he did the acts
witYl the culpable mental. state, he wass entrapped. The distzict caurt denied his requested insrtauotioh on entrapmen%.
The Court reviewed the two conflicting lines of aurftoritx in the
Fifth Circait a& held that if the aets conceded axe not; criminal absent
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intent, then intent must be conceded by the D before entrapment can be
raised.
NOTE: This case has been scheduled for oral argument to the en banc
court on 9/10/84.
Accordingly, the panel opinion is vacated under the
internal operating procedures of the Fifth Circuit.
U.S. V. YOUNG BROTHERS, INC., NO. 83-1174, Aff'd, Judge Williams,
3/19/84 C728 F.2d 682).
HEARSAY EXCEPTIONS: At trial for conspiracy to rig bids, D offered prior
grand jury testimony of two unavailable witnesses as "former testimony"
under Rule 804(b)(l), P.R.E.
District Court excluded testimony on ground
that the alleged unavailable witnesses were not "unavailable1'within the
meaning of Rule 804ia) because witnesses were invoking their Fifth Amendment privilege.
On appeal, Court held that the witnesses were in fact unavailable due
to their invocation of Fifth Amendment privilege. The Court, however, did
not decide the issue of whether grand jury testimony is "former testimony"
within the meaning of Rule 804(b) (1). Rather, the Court held that the
exclusion, if error, was harmless.
NOTE: Whether grand jury testimony is "former testimonyn within the
meaning of Rule 804(b) (1) was an issue of first impression.
U.S. V. MENDOZA, NO. 83-3040, Aff'd, Per Curiam, 3/19/84 (727 F.2d 448).
RETROACTIVE APPLICATION: On original submission, a panel of the Court
utilized Illinois v. Gates,
U.S.
(1983) to overrule the D's contentions regarding a warrantless search.
On rehearing, D's asserted that since they had been convicted in the
trial court prior to the date the Supreme Court delivered Gates, retroactive application of Gates was a denial of due process. The Court analyzed the retroactivity of Gates under the test delineated in U.S. v. Johnson,
457 U.S. 537 (1982) and m ~ a t e retroactive
s
to all cases pending direct
appeal.
U.S. v. BUTTS, No. 82-1260, Revld/Remanded, Judge Clark, En Banc,
4/23/84 (729 F.2d 1514).
BEEPERS/WARRANTS: On original submission, a panel held that the government's failure to timely remove a beeper installed in an airplane pursuant
to a valid warrant rendered invalid the monitoring of the airplane after
the date the beeper was to be removed. 710 F.2d 1139. The panel upheld
the distict court's order suppressing all fruits of the monitoring.
The en banc court reversed the district court's order and refused to
apply the exclusionary rule to government conduct that did not involve a
violation of the Fourth Amendment. The court cited Michigan v. Clifford,
U.S. - (1984) for this proposition. The court also noted that under
U.S. v. Knotts, - U.S. - (1983)' warrantless installation of a beeper
August 1984/VOICEfor the Defense SDR-17

is legal. Thus, the court held that the failure to remove the beeper
installed pursuant to a warrant should not be subject to the exclusionary
rule since it did not violate the D's reasonable expectation of privacy.
U.S. v. LYONS, No. 83-2540, Vacated/Remanded, Judge Gee, En Banc,
4/16/84 (731 F.2d 2431

.

INSANITY: Reversing a panel opinion at 704 F.2d 743 (5th Cir. 1983), the
majority eliminated the second prong of the insanity test established in
Blake v. U.S., 407 F.2d 908 (5th Cir. 19691 (en bancl. (i.e., D not held
criminally responsible for conduct if, at the time of that conduct and as
a result of mental disease or defect, he lacked substantial capacity (1) to
appreciate the wrongfulness of his conduct, or (2) to conform his conduct
to the requirements of the law). Thus, involuntary drug addition which
rendered the D unable to conform his conduct to the requirements of the
law does not raise the insanity defense. The reduced insanity test only
applies to cases going to trial after May 15, 1984, but the Court remanded
D to trial court to permit him an opportunity to adduce evidence as to
whether his involuntary drug addiction resulted in any physical brain
damage and consequential mental disease or defect bearing on his ability to
appreciate the wrongfulness of his conduct.
NOTE: involuntary drug addiction apparently is still relevant to the
defense of diminished capacity in specific intent crimes.
U.S. v. HERNANDEZ, No. 83-3555, Rev'd, Judge Thornberry, 4/27/84
(731 F.2d 1147).
SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE: D was convicted of-conspiracy and drug offenses.
After the trial, D contracted a friend (A) for the alleged purpose of
,having his friend contact the key Govt. witness in that case and get him
to change his testimony so that the D could obtain a new trial. D's
friend (A) contacted another person (B) who contacted the witness. 3 told
the witness that some people wanted to know if he (the witness) could be
bribed to change his testimony.

1.

D was then given a new trial because of newly discovered evidence. D
told his friend (A), that the witness' testimony was not as important as
before, but that he still wanted A to attempt to have the witness change
his testimony AND TELL THE TRUTH.
D, fearing detection, finally told A to "Blow it off" and further
told A to tell B to tell the witness that "if he feels that he told the
I,
truth fine.

. ..

D was then indicted and convicted for bribery of a witness, under
18 U.S.C. §201(d). On appgal, the Court held that since there was no
evidence of an "offer" to pay a bribe (i.e., no evidence of an ability
and a desire to pay), the conviction could not stand. In other words,
the Court held that the D only prepared to commit the crime.
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U.S. V. McPHEE, NO. 83-2072, Rev'd, Judge PolitZ, 4/30/84

(731 F.2d 1150).

JURY ARGu~NT: During final argument, the prosecutor implied that the D
had committed serious extrinsic offenses. Prosecutor also asked the jury
to "find him guilty because of a bunch of other reasons.'' Since the argument was a "foul blow," and no cautionary instruction was given, Court
held that the conviction should be reversed.
U.S. v. WILSON, NO. 83-2125, Aff'd, Judge Politz, 5/4/84

(732 F.2d 404).

DUE PROCESS/ARRESTS: D, charged with conspiracy and substantive offenses
arising out of illegal shipment of explosives to Libya, was outside of the
U.S. D duped by federal agents to travel to the Dominican Republic. In
the Dominican Republic, the local authorities placed the D on a commercial
airplane bound for the U.S. Upon his arrival in the U.S., D was arrested.
The D asserted that under U.S. v. Toscanino, 500 F.2d 267 (2nd Cir.
1974), jurisdiction over his person was obtained by fraud and force, in
violation of due process, and that the indictment should have been dismissed.
Court held that it would not follow Toscanino and stated that "unless
the government conduct in securing custody of the defendant is shocking and
outrageous, the court should not dismiss the indictment on a due process
basis. "
U.S. v. ARCHER, No. 83-1454, Aff'd, Judge Reavley, 5/15/83

(Slip Op. 3976).

SPOUSAL TESTIMONY: D's, husband and wife, were charged with embezzlement.
During period of time prior to indictment, the wife made a number of statements to 3rd parties concerning what her husband had told her. At trial,
the government introduced (through the 3rd parties) the wife's statements
concerning what her husband had told her. Both the D's objected to the
admissibility of those statements.
Court held, inter alia, that under Trammel v. U.S., 445 U.S. 40
(19801, neither a husbaii8-iior a wife may exclude out-of-court Statements
made by either of them when offered against the other. Ivey v. U.S.,
344 F.2d 770 (5th Cir. 1965) and U.S. v. Williams, 447 F.2d 894 (5th Cir.
1971) overruled.
U.S.

v. MEYER, No. 83-3605, Aff'd, Judge Gee, 4/17/84 (Slip Op. 39991.

GRRND JURY TESTIMONY: D l an attorney, testified before the grand jury. D
was subsequently indicted for fraudulently presenting stolen money orders.
During government's case-'in-chief, the D'S grand jury testimony was introduced. This was proper and since it was inherently unbelievable and contradicted by the government's other evidence, it was relevant to prove D's
consciousness of quilt.
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CHERRY, No. 83-1274, ~ev'd,Judge Randall, 5/25/84 (Slip Op. 4096).

CONFESSIONS: D picked up by FBI and given Miranda warnings. D talked to
FBI and allowed FBI to search his house. D was detained overnight. The
next day, D again given Miranda warnings and D signed waiver of rights.
!?BI interrogated D and D, when confronted with inconsistencies, was asked
to tell the truth. D responded: "Maybe I should talk to an attorney."
FBI and D then discussed whether D heeded an attorney. D asked to speak to
an acquaintance, but was told that the acquaintance was unavailable. D was
then confronted with additional evidence against him and he broke down,
began crying, and made an oral confession. Then, Interrogation ceased. D
formally arrested and taken before magistrate the followiny day.
Court held that D's equivocal request for an attorney invoked Miranda,
as explained in Nash v. Estelle, 597 F.2d 519 (5th Cir. 19791 (en band and
clarifies in Thompson v. Wainwright, 601 F.2d 766 (5th Cir. 1979). Thus,
FBI should have only questioned D with regard to his equivocal request for
and
counsel. Court also held that the procedures established in N+

U.S. v. KALISH, NO. 83-2540, Aff'd, Judge Thornberry, 5/29/84
€Slip Op. 4x31).
DOUBLE JEOPARDY: D was charged with conspiracy to import drugs, conspiracy
ta possess drugs, and possession with intent to deliver. D convicted on
conspiracy to po$sess and the possession. New indictment obtained against
D alleging distribution and possession with intent to distribute and Rico.
D moved to dismiss on double jeopardy grounds.
1
.

Issue #1 in essence, is whether double jeopardy prevents the prosecution of a D for conspiracy to commit a crime and then, in a second proceeding, a prosecution for the underlying substantive offense which formed the
object of the conspiracy. Court held under U . S . v. Dunbar, 591 F.2d 1190
(5th Cir. 1979), adopted in part and remanded, 611 $.2d 985 (5th Cir. 1980)
(en banc), the successive prosecution was not barred by the double jeopardy
clause.
Issue #2 involved the Rico count since the predicate offenses were the
underlying substantive offenses of the two conspiracy counts in the first
indictment. Courk held that this was not barred by the double jeopardy
clause. Court also noted that even if the D had been prosecuted for the
substantive offenses (as opposed to two conspiracies to commit those substantive offenses), utilization of them to form the predicate offenses in a
Rico indictment would be appropriate. U.S. v. Phillips, 664 F.2d 971 (5th
+
Cir. 1981).
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Extraneous Offenses in Assault Cases
by J. Stephen Cooper
SCOPE OF THIS ARTICLE
This article presents an overview of the
law pertaining to the admissibility of
extraneous offenses against an accused
during the guiltlinnocence phase of the
trial in assault cases. Because the 68th
Legislature chose to repeal the rape and
sexual abuse provisions formerly defined
under Chapter 21 (Sexual Offenses) of
the Penal Codeand to re-enact them under
Chapter 22 (Assaultive Offenses), special
note will be taken of the State's use of
extraneousoffensesin sexual assault cases.

GENERAL RULE
Evidence that an accused has committed other crimes is not admismile at the
guilt/innocence phase of a trial. Blankenship v. State, 448 S.W.2d 476 (Tex.Crim.
App. 1969).
The reasons for the rule are that (1)
such evidence is inherently prejudicial;
(2) it tends to confuse the issues in the
case; and (3) it forces the accused to
defend against charges which he had no
notice would be brought against him.
Albrecht v. State, 486 S.W.2d 97, 100
(Tex.Crim.App. 1972); M w h y v. State,
587 S.W.2d 718, 721 (Tex.CrimApp.
,
,
"
a
,
1Y IY).
3

EXCEPTIONS TO THE
GENERAL RULE

and subsequent to the commission of that
act so that they may realistically evaluate
it. Archer v. State, 607 S.W.2d 539, 542
(Tex.Crim.App. 1981) (where defendant
arrested for possession of firearm by a
felon, evidence of controlled substances
he was also in possession of at time of
commission of primary offense was admissible); Nilltgan v. State, 554 S.W.2d
192 (Tex.Crim.App. 1977) (knife found
on accused when he was observed and
arrested for committing offense of possession of f l u e m by felon was admissible).
However,be sure to distinguishbetween
an extraneous offense which occurs simultaneodv with the primarv offense and
those wkch occur &d ar' discovered at
the time the defendant is merely arrested
for theearlier,primary offense. In the former instance, the extraneous is admissible
while in the latter, it is not: Stanley v.
State, 606 S.W.2d 918 (Tex.CrimApp.
1980) (error to admit evidence of numerous weapons found in defendant%possession when he was arrested for robbery
some 13 days after the offense); Walls v.
State, 548 S.W.2d 38 (Tex.Crim.App.
1977) [error for police to testify that the
defendant's arrest was for a robbery other
than the one for which he was on trial);
Cunnimharn v. State. 500 S.W.2d 820
(Tex.Crim.App. 1973) (error to admit
evidence that the defendant was in possession of a sawed-off shotgun when he
was arrested for an unrelated robb-ery for
which he was on trial); Schuenemann v.
State. 501 S.W.2d 319 (Tex.Crim4rpp.
.
.
1973) (error to admit evidence of defendant's possession of a bloody butcher
knife when he was arrested 11 months
after the primary offense in which he was
in possession of adiffereat butcher knife).

-

crimes may be admissible to prove circumstantially the defendant's guilt of the ptimary offense. Such evidence may also be
admissible where the defendant has otherwise made his identity an issue in the case
by establishing an alibi or effectively
cross-examiningthose who have identified
him. Cobb u. State, 503 S.W.2d 249,251
(Tex.Crim.App. 1973).
For the extraneous offense to be
admissible to prove identity, there must
be some distinguishing characteristics
Gammon to both the extraneous off~nse
and the primary offense. Such distinguishing characteristics may be the proximity
in time and place of the extraneous to the
primary offense. Or it may be the mode
of commission of the crime, the manner
of dress of the perpetrator, or any other
element which marks both crimes as
having been committed by the same
person. The similarities in the offenses
must he truly distinguishing because
there will always be some similarities in
the commission of the same type of crime.
Ford u. State, 484 S.W.2d 727,729-730
(Tex.Crim.App. 1972).
The defendant is entitled to a jury
charge limiting the use of the evidence of
the extraneous offense. The jury is to be
instructed that they must first believe
beyond areasonable doubt that the defendant committed the extraneous offense
and that then they may use such evidence
to aid them in determining the issue of
identity only. Lee v. State, 496 S.W.2d
616 (Tex.Crim.App. 1973).

RES GESTAE OF THE CRIME
Where an offense is one continuous
TO PROVE SCIENTER
transaction, or another offense is part of
the case on trial or blended or closelv
Extraneous offenses mav be admissible
interwoven, proof of all such facts is
to prove scienter, where intent or guilty
proper. Such an extraneous offense is
knowledge is an essentiil element of the
admissible to show the context in which
State's c&e and cannot be inferred by the
act itself.
the criminal act occurred, under the rea- TO PROVE IDENTITY
sonine that events do not occur in a
Where the State lacks evidence of the
This excention would auuear to have
vacuum and that the jury has a right to defendant's identityas being the perpetra- only rare applicationto assaultive offenses
hear what occurred immediately prior to tor of the crime, then evidence of other except where, as will be discussed later, it

-
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is used to rebut a defensive theory such as
accident.
The defendant is
instruction.
TO PROVE MOTlVE
Extraneous offenses may be admissible
to show the defendant's motive, particu
larly where the commission ofthe primary
offense is eitller conditioned upon the
commission of the extraneous offense or
is a part of a continuing plan or scheme
of which the crime on trial is also a part.
Albrecht v. State, 486 S.W.2d 97 (Tex
Crim. App. 1972).
In Foy v. State, 593 S.W.2d 707 (Tex.
Crim. Am. 1980). an arson nrosecution.
the C O U ; ~ of C&inal ~ppealsapproved
of the introduction ofprior assaultive acts
by the accused toward the complainant.
The Court held such extraneous offenses
were admissible to show the ill will and
hostility the defendant held for the victim. This evidence thus estabhshed the
motive for the defendant's commission
of the primary offense of arson.
As for a limiting charge to the jury,
the latest opinion of the Court of Criminal
Appealsheld that no such instruction need
be given where an extraneous offense is
admitted to prove motive. Kirkpatrick v.
State, 515 S.W.2d 289 (Tex.Cnm.App.
1974). It is suggested, however, that this
ruling is wrong and that Judge Roberts'
dissent in that case would be a good basis
for challenging the ruling.
TO REBUT DEFENSIVE THEORY
In assaultive offeases, the defenses of
accident and selfdefense are logi~ally
rebutted by the State's introduction of
extraneous offenses showing other, similar
assaults. The theory is that the more often
the accused is in a situation where he has
assaulted someone, the less likely it is
that the assault at trial was an accident or
one where he was forced to defend himself. But there stii must be sufficient similarities in the incidents in order for the
extraneous offenses to be probative of
the State's rebuttal theory. See United
Srate v. Sanchez, 482 F.2d 5 (5th Cir.
1973). Just because the accused has previously been in a fight doesn't automatically mean that the assault on trial was
not an accident or one where the defendant had the right to self-defense.
As such extraneous evidence is directed
at establishing the defendant's trueintent,
a limiting charge to the jury should be
given. See Willfams v. State, 481 S.W.2d
815,819 (Tex.Crim.App. 1972).

SEXUAL OFFENSES
In matters of incest or rape under
the
age of consent, it is often of
Although the appellate courts of this
importance
to show the attitude beState have not expressly stated as such,
tween them and the relative size, age
the rules reeardine. the admissibilitv of
and strength of the parties, and if
extraneous offenses in sexual assault cases
possible,
to show how one in a posiappear to be determmed by the age of the
tion demanding care and guidance
victim. According to themajority of Texas
of arelated person, has failed in such
cases, where the victim is an adult, the
duty and has adopted an unnatural
traditional exceptions apply as previously
attitude relative thereto, and by
reviewed herein.
fondling or otherwise, evidences a
However, where the victim is deemed a
desire for sexual gratification toward
child, then a viable rule of thumb is that
such child or relative. We therefore
the extraneous offense is most likely conthink
that where any such acts hesidered admissible. (Ibis i s especially true
come material to thus show them
where the extraneous offense mvolves the
they are admissible. That the presame victimas that in the primary offense.)
vious
sexual conduct with this girl
The courts of this State have analyzed
prior
to
the charge and since she was
the admissibility of extraneous sexual of.
a 10-year-old child was admissible
fenses against a child or children without
herein. Any cases holding to the
regard to the aforementioned exceptions
contrary will be overruled without
or cases. In Johns v. State, 155 Tex.Crim.
setting
forth the same herein.
503, 236 S.W.2d 820, 823 (1951) the
rationale was explained as follows:
Accord: Garcia v. State, 629 S.W.2d 196
(Tex.App,Corpus Christi 1982,pet.refd);
The decisions of this court relative
Willfains v. State, 490 S.W.2d 604 (Tex.
to the admission of prior acts beCrimApp. 1973); Gephart v. State, 157
tween the same parties in prosecuTex.Crim. 414,249 S.W.2d 612 (1952).
tions such as the instant one have
not been entirely uniform and have
This extended justification for the
caused some confusion in trials
admission of such evidence would seem
before.
more properly ascribed to the category
of motive or continuing scheme. One mWe do hold that in trials of an actainly
can't argue that evidence of prior
cused for rape under the age of conacts with the same victim is not relevant
sent and if material in determining
or material to the issue of whether the
the tmth or falsity of the accusaprimary offense was committed by the
tions, there can be taken into
defendant. But the same would be true if,
eonsideration the associations bewith an adult victim, the defendant had
tween the parties and their evident
repeatedly returned to assault her again.
regard each forthe other as evidencSuch additional ads would aid in proving
ing the probability of the charged
the
defendant's motive and continuing
act and the unnaturalness of the
scheme directed at that same victim.
accused's attitude toward the vicThere is simply no need to single out
tim of his lust, even in the presence
"chiid victims" when determining whether
of other acts of like character to
an
extraneous offense is admissible.
the one on which the prosecution is
based.
We quote again fromPeople v. Scofr,
141 Pac.945, asset forth in White v.
State, 137 Tex.Cr.R. 481,131 S.W.
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC
2d 968, 969, as follows: "Any act
DEFENDER for the Western District
or declaration of defendant tending
of Texas, position in San Antonio.
,to show a desire or purpose on his
See 18 U.S.C. 53006k Must be bipart to have illicit relations with the
lingual (in Spanish), and be licensed
prosecutrix or any solicitation or
for at least one year. Federal crimirepresentation made by him to
nal trial experience preferred. Reexcite a similar desire on the part
sum6 or Standard Form 171 to
of his victim, or to overcome her
Lucien B. Campbell, Federal Pubnatural aversion to wantonness,
lic Defender, 727 6. Durango Blvd.,
would be relevantly and clearly conB-138, San Antonio, Texas 78206.
nected with the crime and therefore
admissible."

-
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The-problem area which has developed
from the Johns "chiid" exceptim is its
use to justify the admisslod of extraneous
offenses involving different child victims.
In Vdoz r. State, No. 01-83-0410-CR,
Tex.App.-Houston [lst Dist.], January
19,1984, the defendant was charged with
havingforcedhis 14-yearold stepdaughter
to engage in deviate sexual intercourse.
The Court of Appeals cited Johns m upholding the admission of evidence that
the defendant had done the same things
to another step-daughter. The court speciFrtdly refused to analyze the situation in
the traditional extraneous offense terms:
" . . . the general rule of Albrecht, supra,
does not apply to extraneous sex offenses
against minors, who like the victim in the
primary case, also stand in locus parenti
to the defendant." See alro, Cravens v,
State, No. 01-83-0098-CR, Tex.App.Houston Ilst Dist.1. December 29. 1983
(charge df rape of one step-daughter;
evidence of touching breast of second
step-daughter properly admitted).
Garcia a. Stare, 573 S.W.2d 12 (Tex.
CrimApp. 1978) is a good example of
how the courts have often fallen extremely
shoe in setting forth any compelling logic
when justifying the "child" exception.
The defendant father was charged with
indecency with one daughter for having
had her masturbate him. Evidence of the
same acts with three other daughtm was

~
held properly admitted fa" p ~ r p o s eof
illustrating defendant's [I1 guilty knowledge, . . [Z] his unnatural attention
toward the complaining child wrtnass, as
well as [3] the probability of the act."
573 S.W.2d at 16.
Regarding the fust reason of showing
the defendant's "guilty knowledge," it
should first be noted that the case makes
no mention of any defensive testimony
raising an issue as to the lack of the
defendant's knowledge.
It is submitte6, then, that the extraneous offenses were addsslile only if
the defendant's intent could not be
inferred from the a d itself. While the
case did not particularly describe the
actual physical acts involved in the
primary offense, it in certainly difficult
to imagine how acts which constituted
masturbation would not permit an inference of the defendant's intent or
knowledge.
As for the second reason of dmonstrating the defendant's unnatural attention toward the ehild, this same ratfonale
could be used in every sexual assault case
where the defendant has vidimized others
besides the n m e d comp1ainant. It would
seem that men who rape adult women
also have an 'knnatural attention" toward
a category called "women." Althoagh it
has never been held that extraneous rapes
are in fact admissible simply to show an

.

unuatuml attention toward women, the
basis for creating such anexception would
be identical to that used to support the
"child" exception.
Lastly, the claim that the extraneous
acts show a "probability of the act" is
nothing less than saying that demonstrating the defendant is a criminal generally
helps prove the accused acted in conformity with his criminal disposition. Yet, true
as that proposition may be, such proof of
an accused being a criminal gemally invokes just the sort of inherent prejudice
which the general rule excluding extraneous offenses was designed to avoid.
As of this writing there is pending
before the Court of C r i m i i AppeaIs on
discretionary review a case styled Gmza v.
State. No. 504-82,whichmay clarify some
of these problems associated with child
sexual assault cases. The lower court reviewed the admissliilitv of an extraneous
offense by applying the traditional exceptions. 632 S.W.2d 823 (Tex.App.-Dallas
1982, pet.gmnted). The Dallas court rejected any "child"' exception and found
that the decisions in all the relevant cases
could be justified under the accepted
rules regarding extraneous offenses. The
court held the extraneom was wrongfully
admitted under the traditional rules and
the State sought discretionary =view based
in part on a "dfferent rule" applying to
child sex abuse cases.

TCDLA Hall of Fame -Thomas Dent
by Grant Hardeway
University Law School in October, 1925. Wilfred H. Smith. From observing Smith
Following his successful completion of practice law, Dent learned that to be suclaw school, he passed the bar in Apnl, cessful one must always be prepared. Fur1926, and returned to Galveston, his thermore, Dent insists that "there is shelhome since 1912, to practice law. He later ter in the law. The law protects us all."
said, "no one gave him a nickel" while he Further, "As long as a person knows the
was attending school.
law and is prepared, he or she will never
'When he returned to Texas to set up be mistreated." Incredibly, in his fiftyhis law practice there were only ten other eight years of practicing law he has never
black lawyers in the state. He said that he had a grievance filed against him.
was the first black attorney to appear in
Most lawyers know of Dent and hold
many courts throughout the state. But him in high esteem.for his defense in a
His stature as an attorney is a Texas according to Mr. Dent, "I have never been Houston blacklwhite murder case, and a
legend. Thomas Dent, at age 82, stands mistreated in the courts of law."
Matagorda County blacklwhite rape case,
six feet tall and weighs 200 pounds. He
He attributed much of his success in both occurring during the 1950s. However,
received his law degree from Howard law practice to his friend and mentor, when asked about these two rather conOne block from the Galveston beach
in a large, two-story stone house lives a
Texas legend: Thomas Dent. Mr. Dent
was born on March 2, 1902, the seventh
of eight children, and the grandson of
slaves, and according to his grandfather,
predestined to become a lawyer. As a
young man, "My grandfather took his
large hands and placed them around my
head and said this boy will become a man
of the law," he disclosed.
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troversial cases, they did not seem to be
particularly significant to him. He merely
responded by stating that every case he
has ever tried has been significant and important to him.
Today, still strong in mind, body, and
spirit, he can be found in the dining room
of his home in Galveston, absorbed in his
thoughts, within reach of the telephone
and library, doing what he has done for

the last fifty-eight years: practicing law.
He now prefers state cases over federal
cases because of the variety of cases, but
he acknowledges no preference as to the
type of case. His selection of a case is
based simply on incidents "where a person has been mistreated or believes himself to be mistreated." His strategy, unchanged over the years, is also quite simple: be prepared.

When he was asked what three words
describe him best, he responded modestly,
"learning, diligence, and integrity." Mr.
Dent is truly devoted to the practice of
law and with an amused and blushed face
said that he could continue practicing law
"as long as they have a fee."
Thomas "Plump" Dent, as he has been
affectionately called by his friends, is
indeed a Texas legend.

Hearsay
by Walter Boyd and Allen C. Isbell

'

This will be a regular column devoted
to sharing bits of information about members across the State. Its name suggests
that it is not always a reliable source, but
hopefully, it will always be interesting.
Lots of actlon at State Bar Convention
. outgoing president Bob Jones rewgnized for his TCDLA involvement, his
civic work, and his distinguished military
service . . . Tears flowed when Richard
Thornton inducted Tom Dent, the 82-year
young black attorney from Galveston into
the Hall of Fame. . . While we met, the
U.S. Supreme Court made further inroads
into the exclusionary rule . .Many interviewed by Tom Moran, Houston Chronicle
reporter, regarding that issue. .. Seminar
at the convention was good . . . David
Bires ran a ti& h i p . . . spirited exchange
regarding the impact of the proposed
changes in spousal privilege
Buddy
Stewns seen in deep conversation with
Judge Mary& Teawe . . . Tammy Brown
(husband Stan Brown) coached the 12
and under girls' soccer team to national
prominence, winning the Abilene Cbampiondnp and third-place statewide
Tammy expressed a wish to play on a
woman's soccer team and Joe Cannors
offered to start a team just for her . . .
in McAllen ..
Great stories still circulating about
those who campaigned for the Court of
Criminal Appeals . . Roy Greenwood
tells of being in Victoria and, believing a
local supporter had arranged a press conference, he approached the two TV reporters at the courthouse and announced

..

.

...

I

...

.

.

.

that he was ready for the interview. .
they were there to cover a commissioner's
court meeting . . disappointed but undaunted Greenwood repaired to a corner
. . . the other event was delayed, and the
reporters turned to Greenwood . . . first
question was: "Now, who are yon?" . .
Houston was the scene of several functions
for candidates to high court . . . on same
night that WiU Gray and Carolyn Garcia
sponsored a reception for Harry Heard,
Robert Pelton and Jim Sheifon sponsored
one for WaZter Boyd . . finally the two
functions merged, and a good time was
had by all. Since his defeat, Boyd has resumed his play-writing avocation . . . his
play, "No Time For Patience," a melodrama about the first female lawyer of
the Old West, is being performed through
August 20th at Theatre Southwest in
Houston. .
Justice Shirky B u m of the San Antonio
Coua of Appeals was one of thirty judges
nationwide to be invited to attend the
Masters Program at the University of
Virginia . . . Look for well-written opinions from the Courts of Appeals . .Justices Bill Cannon (14th), Sam Bass (lst),
F,pmun Bullock (14th), John Hill, Jr.
(Znd), Clyde Ashworth (Znd), and Walfgr
Jordan (2nd) have iust returned from the
writing &h&l in dolorado Springs sponsored by the American Judges Associa
tion.. . AlsoJudgeBillKilgadin(Supreme
Court) attended.
K.C.Kirkendall has left our ranks and
is now a prosecutor . . . Sympathies to
the family ofDavid Longorin, who recent-

.

.

.

.

.

.

ly passed away. .It's a good idea department: lawyers in Harris County meet in
Judge Miron Love's courtroom each
Wednesday at noon to discuss latest decisions and problems. . . CIyde Williams is
newly elected president of Harris County
Criminal Lawyers Association.
"The Texas Prosecutor" reports that
prosecutors are criticjzmg the videotaping of DWI suspects because juries prefer
to use what they see rather than what a
machine records in reaching verdicts.
if your county should videotape the suspects, but does not, Rusty Duncan is the
expert on what to do . .Harris County
will be getting a new sheriff . . . Sheriff
JackHeardupset in democratic primary.
Select group writing new rules of evidence include editor Rusty Dunean, Professors Tom Block (St. Marys), Newell
Blakely (U. of H.), Steve Goods (U.T.),
Mike Sharlot (U.T), W t e r S t e e k (S.M.U.),
Guy Wellborn (U.T.), Judge Sam Houston
Clinton (Court of Criminal Appeals), Justices Frank G.Evan (Ist), Clarence Guithzrd (Sth), Shirley Butts (4thJ, Ausnir
McCloud (I lth), Judges Kit Cook (Cleburne), Don Jones (Stephenville), Doug
Shaver (Houston), James Zimmermann
(Dallas), Attorneys Jan Fox, Kerry Fi@
Gerald. Jerrv Goldstein. Alan Levv.
Stephen ~ r r , ~ ~ h a pal&-,
r l e s and a m 2
E: Barter.
This is a sample of the type of "hearsay" we want to share. Let us know what
is happening in your area. Write to us at
202 Travis, Suite 208, Houston, Texas
77002, or call 7131236-1000.. .
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Board of Directors Meeting
Saturday, May 12, 1984 - Lubbock, Texas
The Board of Directors of the Texas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
met in Lubbock at the Hilton Inn on Saturday, May 12, 1984.
The board meeting was called to o~der
by President Thomas Gilbert Sharpe, Jr.
at 10:05 a.m.

I. ROLL CALL
Officers present: Thomas Gilbert Sharpe,
Jr., President; Edward A. Mallett, Assis
tant Secretary-Treasurer; Jeanne Bradley
Kitchens, Executive Director. Absent:
Clifton L. Holmes, President-Elect; Louis
Dugas, Jr., Fmt Vice President; Knox
Jones, Second Vice President; Charles D.
Butts, Secretary-Treasurer; Stanley I.
Weinberg, Editor, VOICEfor the Defense;
Kerry P. FitzGerald, Editor. "Significant
Dwisions."
Directors present: Richard Alan Anderson, Jim Bobo, John C. Boston, Mike
Brown, Joseph A. Connors 111, Gene
de Bullet, Jr., Bob Estrada, Tim Evans,
Gerald H. Goldstein, RonaldL. Goranson,
Grant Hardeway, Sr., Merrilee L. Harmon,
James H. Kreimeyer, Arch C. McCoU 111,
John J. C. O'Shea, George Scharmen,
Dain Whitworth and Richard Thornton.
Absent: Cecil Bain, David Bires, Gene W.
Caldwell, Tony Canales, Allen Cazier,
Rusty Duncan, Buck Files, Jr., Carolyn
Clause Garcia, Michael P. Gibson, Richard
E. Harrison, Jan E. Hemphill, Jack P a d
Leon, Jack J. Rawitseher, Eduardo R.
Rodriguez, Larry Sauer, Fred I,Tmsley,
Jr. and Robert G. Turner.
Associate directors present: Stan Brown,
Buddy M. Dicken, Bill Habern, Harry R
Heard, Jeffrey Hinkley, Frank Jackson
and Bill Wischkaemper. Absent: Charles
Caperton, Jeremiah Handy, Sylvia Ann
Robertson, Fred Rodriguez, Sheldon
Weisfeld.
Past Presidents present: Weldon Holcomb,
Charles M. McDonald and Clifford Brown.
Absent: Frank Maloney, C. Anthony
Friloux, J t , Phil Burleson, George E. Gilkerson, C. David Evans, Emmett Calvin,
George F. Luquette, Vincent Walker Perini and Robert D. Jones.
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ing their prosecution, reducing their punishment and whenever possible keeping
them out of jail." Then a little scenario
suggests that "his brother Robertlets the
speedy trial act runon a DWI felony when
11. INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Judge Thomas B. "Tom" Thorpe, can- in a ease that Homer was the counsel. Can
didate for Texas Court of Criminal Ap- you make this vote for a law and order
peals, Place 3, was introduced as a distin- judge who is challenged by a criminal
guished guest. Several members spoke on defense lawyer who has never sewed as a
Judge Thorpe's behalf and requested indi- judge in any court of record with the judge
viduals' support of his campaign. Chuck saying emphatically he is duty-bound to
Lanehart, TCDLA 1984-85 Associate uphold jury convictions and punishment
Director nominee, was also a guest a* the of convicted criminals when legally possible?" That is apparantly a carte blanche
meeting.
for most lawyers in our area to file amotion every time to iecuse him every time
m. APPROVAL OF M I N U ~ S
he is assigned a criminal case. This matter
The Board minutes of February 24, hasgottenalittle out of hand. Knox Jones
1984 were approved on a motion by John has done most of the briefmg, and Bob
Boston and seconded by Stan Brown. Ap- Jones has determinedwhether the Judicial
proved as written.
Qualifications Commission has jurisdiction over it. Tom has covered this in his
n! ANOUNCEMENTS
president's report stating where we might
Tom Sharpe announced in regard to be going. "I'm going to suggest to this
the annual State Bar Convention that to association that we stand firmly against
obtain priority crf resenrations at TCDLA's this type of advertising which happens
headquarters hotel, the Four Seasons to categorize lawyers who represent the
Hotel in San Antonio, TCDLA members person accused of a crime the same as the
should clarify their membership status in individualwho has committed the offense,
the upper right hand comer of the regis- and it assocmtes us with the offenses as
tration/resentation form, as well as desig- opposed to the defense of the people who
nating the Four Seasons as their tint are being charged." Tom appointed Knox
Jones to be TCDLA's representative and
choice in hotels.
Tom reported that on the Court of to work out the liaison with the Salinas
Appeals race in the 13th Supreme Judicial brothers to determine specifically what
District, which is the Court of Appeals should be done in either the form of
sitting in Corpus Christi. Incumbant Judge grievance or some other matter to see
Horace Young was running for re-election that this particular form of advertising
against Homer Salinas who is in private does not occur in the future.
practice in Mercedes. His brother Robert
Salinas is a former Director of the Asso- V. CRIMINAL LAW INSTITUTE
ciation and resigned that Directorship
Jeanne B. Kitchens reported that the
when he became the District Attorney of Institute will be held on July 4th beginHidalgo County. The advertising in that ning at 9:00 a.m. After opening remarks
particular race was sponsored by Judge and introductions made by David R. Bires
Young and took this particular context, of Houston, Judge Sam Houston Clinton
"ket drunk, get arrested and get Homer will give a case law review. At 10: 15 Dick
Salinas to get you off. Homer Salinashas a deGuerin willspeak on "The Sixth Amendhistory of defending major felons, drug ment: Is it Alive and Well?" Our special
offenders, and others indicted for such guest speaker will be Justice Robert Rose,
serious crimes as murder, rape of a child, Ch~efJustice of the Supreme Court of
possession of cocaine, possession of mari- Wyommg. Immediately after the luncheon
juana, aggravated assault, smuggling, theft, will be our other special guest speaker,
and Felony DWI. He has built a lucrative James Jenner, who is the Chief Public
career defending accused criminals, avoid- Defender of Alameda County in Oakland,

Guests and others present: Laurie Ramm,
Meetings Coordinator;Roy E. Greenwood,
Judge Tom Thorpe and Chuck Lanehart.

California. Following that talk, there will
be a panel dmussion on the Rules of Evidence for Texas Criminal cases. Among
the members of that panel will be Senator
Robert Glasgow, Chairman of the Judicial
Subcommittee;RobertHutash, State Prosecutmg Attorney; Gerald Goldstein, San
Antonio; Ralph Petty, Assistant District
Attorney, 27th Judicial District of Texas,
who is substituting for Cappy Eads, the
Chairman of the China1 Law Section of
the State Bar; Prof. Newell Blakely, University of Houston College of Law; Alan
Levy, Assistant District Attorney, Denton;
and Jan Fox, Haynes & Fullenweider,
Houston A couple of other members
may be added to the panel.
Because of the proposed change in the
Rules of Evidence for criminal cases, we
anticipate that that is poing to be a very
hot topic this year. l n f a c c we have several members of our Board of Directors
who are members of the committee study.
ing that proposed change. Rusty Duncan
could not be present and asked that a brief
report on that be given. Ms. Kitchens asked
that Clifford Brown address the subject
first. Mr. Brown stated that he was placed
on two committees, one of which was an
advisory committee on the Appellate
Rules which is an outgrowth of the Senate House Select C~mm~ttee
of the Judiciary. Senator Robert Glasgow has instructed this committee to harmonize
the appellate rules of civil procedures
with the appellate rules of criminal procedures. Judge Guitard chaired this committee, whichhas had one meeting. There
are numerous judges on this committee,
most of whomspeak intelligently and seem
to understand a necessity for the difference in our appellaterules.There are some
members of the Civil procedures committee who do not recognize the need for any
difference. Judge Sam Houston Clinton of
the Court of Criminal Appeals is a member
who speaks strongly and firmly and is
able to answer their questions when they
ask what the reason for the difference is.
Along with Judge Clinton and Cliff Brown,
Steve Capelle is also a member and is trying to explain to these people that there
is a necessity and a need to move with
caution. There are some judges who have
a very practical approach to these posttrial appellate rules. The second committee Cliff was appointed to is an advisory
committee to the Court of Criminal Appeals on post-trial and appellate rules.
This is an excellent opportunity for members to have some input into these committees on the distinction of the civil and

ccnminal procedures, and he requested that
such input be sent to him in writing telling
him the particular areas in which members
notice a deficiency that needs to be corrected orthe particular area in which there
is something that needs to be added.
Jeanne Kitchens reported an addendum
for Rusty Duncan's points on the Rules
of Evidence Committee. He anticipates
that one of the hottest issues is going to
be rulemaking authority of the Court of
Criminal Appeals and he would like to
have members' input on that subject as to
how we should interact on what that
committee wanted. He's also indicated
that Senator Glasgow has called a meeting
on May 31 to have a final proposed draft
of the rules to present at the State Bar
Convention. The meeting next scheduled
thereafter is to be in September.

VI. LAWYERS ASSISTANCE
Gerald Goldstein reported that, in
keeping with our commitment to oome to
the aid of fellow lawyers under seige, the
TCDLA Strike Force fded aMotion to Appear as Amicus Curiae and Memorandum
of Position of the TCDLA. The Tarrant
County District Attorney's Office was
investigating an alleged murder for hire
and subpoenaed TCDLA member Ward
Casey's client before a State grand jury.
After the client refused to respond, on
advice of counse1,the prosecutdr inquired
as to why the client had hired Lawyer
Casey, as opposed to the many other
lawyers in Tarrant County, an apparent
attempt to commit the witness and make
some link with their suspeetltarget. As
soon as the witness' invocation of his
ffih amendment privilege was sustained
by a District Court, the DA served his
lawyer, Ward Casey, with a subpoena and
thereafter advised that they desired to
make that same inquiry of counsel, seeking to obtain through the attorney's back
door what the client's constitutional privilege would not allow them through the
front door. Able counsel Tim Evans, who
appeared both on behalf of Mr. Casey and
the Tarrant County Criminal Lawyers
Association, fded a Motion to Quash the
District Attorney's subpoena and requested the assistance of TCDLA'sStrike Force.
The matter was heard before the Honorable Charles Dickensof the 297th Judicial
District Court on Thursday, May 3,1984.
In addition to granting TCDLAH Motion
for Leave to Appear and our Memorandum
ofPosition, Judge DickensallowedTCDLA
to question witnesses on behalf of the
court.

After considering the prosecutionS
brief filed the next day [and signed by no
less than six of Tarrant County's Assistants], Judge Dickens entered Findings and
Conclusionsgranting attorney Casey's Motion to Quash, an act of judicial bravery
and a blow for the vitality and integrity
of our adversary system. TCDLA can take
pride in Member Casey, Director E v a and
the fact that once again our organization
has come to the aid of its members. It
was moved and seconded that the minutes
reflect our appreciation to Tim Evans, the
Tarrant County Criminal Lawyers Association, Gerry Goldstein and TCDLA's
Strike Force for their services in this matter. Motion carried. Bill Habern moved
that the resolution be placed in the VOfCE
along with Gerry's handout that had been
fdbd in the courthouse. So moved, seconded, and carried.

VII. FINANCIAL REPORT
Tom Sharpe reported as of April 30,
1984 that TCDLA has $13,591.58 in its
checking account (money market) and in
the savings account $62,490.97. We have
two CD's which aggregate with accrued
interest to $74,474.13. The earnings statement that you have which goes back
through February 29, and reflects that
through February 29 our excess revenue
over expenses on year to date are
$23,358.23. It was moved and seconded
that the February and March 1984 f i i cia1 statements would be approved as
written. Motion carried.
VIII. COMMITTEE REPORTS
Amicus Curiae: Roy Greenwoodreported that the Leon v. United States amicus
brief filed by Gerry Goldstein has already
been argued in the Supreme Court. Tom
Sharpe added that it had been within the
last 90 days and, due to the "good faith"
exception aspect of that, the Court win
probably come down with an opinion
before the Bar Conventionin July.
VWer v. State was filed by Mr. Greenwood in the Court of Criminal Appeals
on the issue of the admissibility of hypnotically enhanced testimony.
The DWI test case is still not in. Several
people have already called about this,
Stan Brown has a case involving expert
testimony. Stan filed a motion for hearing in the Court of Criminal Appeals.

IX. EDUCATIONALBUILDING FUND
Charles M. McDonald said, "About all
I can see is that the note is signed. We're
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Galveston into our Hall of Fame. President commended Mr. Thornton for his
work and joined Mr. Thornton's request
for input to this committee for nominees.

Xm. OTHER BUSINESS
Arch McColl reported on Craig Washington who successfully defended Leroy
Brown. He feels that Craig deserves some
recognition. He proposed a resolution to
the Board, seconded-canted. BillHabern,
Kent Schaffer and Timothy Sloan were
also involved in this case and they, too,

should have separate resolutions drafted
up on their behalf.
The Bar Association of the Fifth Federal Circuit is now formally organized and
several of its projects are going forward.
The monthly reporter summarizing decisions of the Court of Appeals will start
coming this month. A desk book will follow later in the month with addresses and
telephone numbers of the judiciary in the
Court of Appeals and our nine federal
districts, including law clerks, secretaries,
and other Court personnel; a memberhip
roster; the Association's constitution and

by-laws; etc. The committees are getting
underway with work on local rules and
other matters of interest to practitioners
in the Court of Appeals and lower federal
courts. Views, suggestions and comments
are welcome from the Association's members. The application form and notice will
be printed in the TOICE.

XIV. ADJOURNMENT
Mr. S h q e entertained a motion to
adjourn seconded by Stan Brown Motion
carried. The meeting adjourned at 12:33
p.m.
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Some of the best legal minds
. . .in this state already belong to the Texas Criminal Defense
Jkwyers Association. We believe we have now the best Criminal Defense Bar in the United States. We maintain that level
of excellence by continuously seeking out new minds, new
energies. Therefore we want YOU. . .if yourlegal andpersonal
philosophies are compatible with our purposesandobjecfives:
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I, a member of TCDLA, beheve thrs applicant to be a
person of professional competency, intepty, and
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To provide an appropriate state organization representing those
lawyers who are actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To protect and insure by rule of law those individual rightsguaranteed by the Texas and Federal Constitutions in criminal eases.
To resist proposed legislation or rules which would curtail such rights
and to promote sound alternatives.
To promote educational activities to improve the skills and knowled~eof lawyers e n m e d in the defense of criminal cases.
~ o - h ~ r n vthe
e judTc& system and to urge the selectionand appointment t o the bench of wellqualified and experienced lawyers.
To improve the correctional system and to seek more effective
rehabilitation opportunities for those convicted of crimes.
To promote constant improvement in the administration of criminal
justice.
ADVANTAGES FOR REGULAR MEMBERS
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals to and from criminal defense Iawyers in over I 0 0 Texas cibes.
Outstandmg Educational Programs-featuring recognized experts on
practical aspects of defense cases. TCDLA and the State Bar annually
present many seminars and courses in all parts of the state.
TCDLA Brief Bank service.
Publications, including the monthly VOICE for theDefense with its
"Significant Decisions Report" of important cases decided by the
court of cnminal appeals and federal courts.
Attorney General's Crime Prevention Newsletter. Summariesof latest
court of criminal appeals cases available t o private prachtioners only
through TCDLA's group subscription, included i n dues.
Organizational Voice through which cnminal defense lawyers can
formulate and express their position on legislation, court reform,
important defense cases through amlcus c m e activity.
Discounts and Free Offemgs for publications of interest to criminal
defense lawyers.
Research service available it a reasonable hourly rate; messenger
service in Capitol area.
ELIGIBILITY AND DUES
Effective. January 1, 1982
Voluntary Sustaining dues (VSI. . . . . . . . .$300.00
Sustaining dues (SUS) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200.00
Dues for members in ihe firm of
a sumining rnembr (SMFI . . . . . . . . . .
50.00
Memben admitted to practice: ( M E M )
2 years or less . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.00
2 - 5 veers . . .
5 or more y e a n

Affiliate:

...............

100.00
150.00
Persons in careers which contribute to

...............

defense of criminal cases, e.g., law profesmrs. are
elibible for affiliate membership upon aDproval of
the application and receipt of the annual dues.
Affiliateduff (AFFI . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.00
Studenm: Those regularly enrolled in a law school
in Texas are elibible for student membership.
Student dues lSDMl . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.00

